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ABSTRACT

The interplay between interference control and L2 proficiency
in L2 auditory sentence comprehension in the presence of verbal and nonverbal masking
by
Jungna Kim

Advisor: Loraine K. Obler, Ph.D.

Speech perception and comprehension in the presence of interfering auditory stimuli is a
challenge for bilingual listeners (e.g., Ezzatian, Avivi-Reich, & Schneider, 2010; Krizman,
Bradlow, Lam, & Kraus, 2017). How efficiently and skillfully listeners manage auditory
interference may also be closely related to their ability to pay attention to a target and suppress
irrelevant information. Based on Friedman and Miyake’s (2004) framework of interference
control, this dissertation investigated the underlying mechanisms of late Korean-English
bilingual individuals’ auditory interference control in the presence of auditory verbal and
nonverbal masking and evaluated the potential interaction between L2 proficiency and
interference control.
Two groups of late bilingual listeners with high and mid L2 proficiency participated in
three experiments. Experiment 1 investigated the interplay between interference control and L2
proficiency in bilingual listeners. Seventy Korean-English bilingual participants with high- and
mid-L2 proficiency levels were recruited and tested with an L2 auditory sentence comprehension
test. In this task, participants listened to English target sentences with and without masking (i.e.,
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an auditory distractor). For each sentence, they judged semantic plausibility. Three masking
conditions were presented: nonverbal speech-modulated noise, L1 verbal, and L2 verbal
masking, to see the effect of different types of auditory interference during L2 listening. The
results of the plausibility task indicated that the effect of the verbal masking was dependent on
the listeners’ L2 proficiency. The effects of the L1 and L2 masking did not differ significantly
for the high-proficiency L2 listeners when they listened in L2. However, the L1 masking had a
significantly greater interference effect than the L2 masking on L2 listening among the midproficiency listeners. This suggests an interaction between L2 proficiency and interference
control.
Experiment 2 examined to see whether there is interference effect beyond L2 proficiency
effect found in Experiment 1. The participants from Experiment 1 engaged in an auditory
sentence comprehension task, called word selection task, whereby they listened to English target
sentences presented with L1 or L2 verbal masking. The procedure and the type of stimuli of this
task were exactly the same as those in Experiment 1. In particular, the participants were still
asked to pay attention to the target sentence based on a given picture cue. However, instead of
making plausibility judgments, they were asked to select all the words that they had heard. .
From the list, they were asked to select all the words that they had heard. The word list included
two words extracted from the target sentence, two words from the masking sentence, and four
words that were not presented but had a semantic or phonological association with the other four
words from the two presented sentences. The results showed an interaction between proficiency
and interference effect. The high-proficiency group identified a similar number of target words in
both L1 and L2 masking conditions whereas the mid-proficiency group identified more target
words in the L2 masking condition, suggesting a proficiency effect. On the other hand, both
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groups identified more content words from the non-target sentence in the L1 masking sentence
than from the L2 masking sentence, suggesting a greater interference effect from L1 masking
than L2 masking. Interestingly, both groups identified a similar number of non-target words in
the L1 masking condition. Nonetheless, the high-proficiency group identified more content
words from the target sentence than the mid-proficiency group. These findings suggest that the
high-proficiency L2 listeners have better attentional control on the target stimuli than the midproficiency group. The results that L2 listeners identified content words in both the target and
masking sentences, particularly in L1, suggest that the major difference between the groups lies
in their ability to divide their attention and orient it to the target signal.
Experiment 3 employed a nonverbal auditory interference control task to investigate
whether the group difference in the verbal task reflects primarily language-specific or domaingeneral cognitive-control systems. The same participant groups listened to and simultaneously
counted two types of target animal sounds masked by various other animal sounds. The results
showed that the high and mid-proficiency groups performed similarly on this nonverbal task,
unlike the verbal task in Experiment 2. This suggests that the suppression of nonverbal
interference involves a domain-general interference control system whereas verbal interference
may require an additional domain-specific control ability above and beyond domain-general
cognitive control.
This study provides novel evidence that the effects of auditory interference in a
bilingual’s two languages on L2 listening differ according to the listeners’ L2 proficiency.
Second language listening with accompanying auditory interference requires interference
control. This control ability is subserved – at least in part - by a different control system from the
one for nonverbal materials. Sentence comprehension in L2 was more adversely affected by L1
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interference than by L2 interference, particularly in bilingual individuals with mid-proficiency in
L2. However, L2 listeners with high L2 proficiency exhibited a better control ability in
suppressing the L1 interference than the mid-proficiency listeners. These findings highlight the
importance of considering both language proficiency and interference control abilities combined
regarding L2 listening comprehension for individuals who listen in an L2.
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To
Anmo, Gian & Yena

I will bless you.
I will make your name great.
And you will be a blessing.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Overview
Background environmental sounds can create auditory interference, making auditory
perception and comprehension less accurate and less efficient. This includes background speech
from nearby conversations, which is meaningful interference, or non-meaningful sounds, such as
a phone ringing. Singling out a talker’s speech in the presence of such auditory interference is a
challenge listeners face routinely. Listening in noise also requires extra neural activities
compared to listening in silence. For example, a magnetoencephalography (MEG) study
explored how noise affects speech perception (Shtyrov, Kujala, Ilmoniemi, & Näätänen, 1999).
Ten healthy young adults listened to consonant-vowel syllables while watching a silent movie in
two levels of white noise with either 15 or 10 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR1). The study found
that there was a greater contribution from the right hemisphere in the noise conditions compared
to the silent condition. This indicates the recruitment of additional brain regions for listening in
noise, suggesting extra effort or at least different processes from listening in silence.
When the target utterance and interfering distractors are in the same modality, they
presumably rely on the same processing resources (e.g., Cocchini, Logie, Sala, MacPherson, &
Baddeley, 2002). Listeners’ inability to resist this interference may cause them to miss important
information or fail to grasp the meaning of the entire message. Therefore, once listeners
segregate the target stream from the non-target one, they need to suppress the irrelevant source to
pay attention to the target stream (Avivi-Reich, 2015). This ability to suppress unwanted or
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Unfortunately, information about which intensity was fixed to what between CV syllable or noise was not included
in the study.
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irrelevant information is called interference control, i.e., (Friedman & Miyake, 2004, Marsh,
Sörqvist, Hodgetts, Beaman, & Jones, 2015).
Interference control may play a crucial role in second language (L2) auditory
comprehension given that information processing in L2 is often not as efficient as that of a first
language (L1). Interference suppression may be more effortful during L2 processing, requiring
greater control ability (Cohen, 2017). In the field of bilingualism, however, interference control
has not been studied sufficiently. A few existing studies have examined interference control in
the context of studying the putative cognitive advantage associated with bilingualism (e.g.,
Bialystok & Feng, 2009) that lifelong experience of using two or more languages can enhance
cognitive skills in bilinguals compared to monolinguals. Other studies investigated interference
control with regard to ways in which the bilinguals’ two languages interacted and interfered with
each other in word retrieval tasks (e.g., Kaushanskaya & Marian, 2007). To understand nonnative speakers’ difficulty in L2 auditory processing, it is important to examine the contribution
of interference control to L2 auditory sentence comprehension.

1.2 Cognitive functions involved in auditory processing in noise
The ability to control irrelevant information has been linked to various cognitive
functions, including selective attention (Karns, Isbell, Giuliano, Neville, 2015; Melara, Rao, &
Tong, 2002; Wood, Hiscock, & Widrig, 2000), sustained attention (Sarter, Givens, & Bruno,
2001), inhibition (Murphy, McDowd, & Wilcox, 1999), and interference control (ChamorroPremuzic, Swami, Terrado, & Furnham, 2009; Marsh, Hughes, & Jones, 2009). Most previous
research has employed either visual stimuli or simple tone distractors during reading tasks.
However, the relationship between interference control and L2 proficiency during L2
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comprehension was not investigated. In the following sections, I will discuss theories of
attentional control, auditory processing in the presence of interference and cognitive abilities that
have been associated with bilingual auditory processing.

1.2.1 Theories and evidence in attention theories
Attention is a cognitive ability that has been investigated closely via tasks of speech
perception in noise (e.g., Getzmann & Wascher, 2017; Lam, Xie, Tessmer, & Chandrasekaran,
2017). Selective attention, a cognitive ability that allows listeners to selectively attend to one
stimulus over another, is needed for successful auditory sentence processing in noise (Gilsky,
2007). According to Broadbent’s ‘filtering theory’ of selective attention, two different competing
signals reach the sensory systems and are attended to in parallel. During this process, if listeners
successfully segregate the two auditory signals, one of them is quickly filtered out before they
reach a ‘bottleneck,’ at which point only a limited amount of information is processed
(Broadbent, 1958).
In line with Broadbent’s filtering theory, attention researchers proposed the early
selection model—suggesting that auditory attention divided into two different signals is severely
limited and thus bottleneck occurs at perception (Lewis, 1970). The proponents of this model
argued that selective attention prevents early perceptual processing of irrelevant information
(e.g., Broadbent, 1958). As opposed to the early selection model, Deutch and Deutch (1963)
proposed the late selection model that all auditory stimuli are automatically perceived without
selection. According to this theory, attentional selection occurs only after semantic identification
occurs to provide relevant responses to the stimuli.
Later, Lavie (1995) reconciled the two extremes of attention models, proposing a loaddependent model of selective attention. This approach postulates that it is perceptual load that
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determines early or late selection. In other words, when perceptual load is high, listeners do not
have enough attentional capacity so that they filter out irrelevant information through early
selection of a relevant one. When the perceptual load is low, in contrast, attentional capacity is
not fully exhausted so that both relevant and irrelevant stimuli are processed and attentional
selection occurs in the later processing (e.g., semantic) stages.
In a series of experiments, Treisman (1960, 1964) provided evidence that all information
was captured at sensory level and transmitted to later processing stages. Treisman (1964)
examined how irrelevant messages are monitored and stored when the same auditory message
was played to both ears dichotically. Participants listened to a short story masked by the same
story presented after a short delay. The results indicated that, when the unattended ear (the ear
the target was not presented to) received the message first, there was a 1.5 second mean delay
between the two channels for the listeners to notice that the two messages were identical. In
contrast, when the attended ear (the ear the target was presented to) received the stimulus first, a
4.5 second mean delay occurred before they noticed that the messages were the same. These
findings support the notion that auditory attention for the two different channels are limited in
processing although auditory distractors are also processed to a certain degree. A recent
behavioral study on visual selective attention also found that distractors are identified even when
perceptual load is high such as in the high incongruent condition during the flanker task
(Weissman, Drake, Colella, & Samuel, 2018).
A relatively recent theory, ‘the duality theory’ of selective attention by Melara, Rao, and
Tong (2002), also suggests that target and distractor stimuli can be processed serially through
dual processes, i.e., excitatory and inhibitory processes. More specifically, this model suggests
that the selection process includes detection, excitation, and activation of the attended signals,
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and that one of the competing signals (usually the distractor) is subsequently suppressed through
the inhibitory process. Several studies using event-related potentials (ERPs) provide empirical
evidence for these proposed excitatory and inhibitory processes in auditory attention (e.g.,
Getzmann, Falkenstein, & Wascher, 2015; Melara et al., 2002; Rao, Zhang, & Miller, 2010).
Using a dichotic listening paradigm in which listeners had to focus on the target auditory stimuli
coming from one ear while suppressing an auditory distractor in the other ear, Melara and
colleagues (2002) measured event-related potentials (ERPs) during a signal perception task.
Participants took part in training sessions to practice suppressing auditory distractors, such as
pure tone sounds and a single syllabic sound (e.g., ‘ba’) while focusing on the target tone or
speech sounds (e.g., ‘ga’) presented in the other ear. The authors measured participants’
recognition of pure tone sounds behaviorally as well as encoding ERP signals using the
components P1, N1, P2, N2, and P3 over the bilateral anterior frontal lobe. Post-training, ERP
signals showed a greater fronto-central P2 signal (a signal for active suppression of distractor
input), and a diminished frontal P3 signal (a signal for distractor processing), suggesting that
excitatory and inhibitory mechanisms are distinct during speech-in-noise processing. The authors
argued that the positive signal for distractor processing is an indicator of an active inhibitory
process during auditory selective attention. Similarly, some recent studies also found that the
frontal P2 signal pertains to inhibitory functions when participants are processing two auditory
stimuli concurrently, such as pure tone sounds masked by white noise (Rao et al., 2010) or two
different monosyllabic words presented simultaneously (Getzmann, Falkenstein, & Wascher,
2015).
While the duality theory proposes binary processes of selective attention, other
researchers suggest that selective attention further involves multiple operations such as
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suppression of irrelevant information, engagement of a new focus, and maintenance of focal
attention on the target information (Pugh et al., 1996). Some neuropsychological studies have
indeed shown the involvement of various brain regions, which might subserve those multiple
processes during a dichotic listening task. These regions included the right superior parietal lobe
strongly involved in disengaging attention from the current focus, the left superior parietal lobe
in shifting attention to a new stimulus and the pulvinar in suppressing irrelevant information
from previous material (Posner & Presti, 1987; Posner & Dehaene, 1994). Thus, this
neuropsychological evidence together with the duality theory suggests that two competing
auditory stimuli require selective attention that involves both excitation of the brain in response
to the focused information and inhibition in response to the unwanted stimulus over the course of
multiple steps. However, it is still unclear whether these excitatory and inhibitory processes
occur serially or simultaneously and whether the irrelevant information is fully filtered out or
not.
The selective attention theories and models differ mainly in the ways in which irrelevant
information is handled in the attentional system. It is still unclear whether unattended
information is either filtered out or attenuated in the memory system. Moreover, it is also
unclear, regardless of whether there is complete or partial inhibition, what types of inhibitory
processes are specifically involved in selective information processing.

1.2.2 Taxonomies of interference control
One of the most helpful and clear distinctions among different types of inhibitory control
was proposed by Friedman and Miyake (2004). The three types of inhibitory control processes in
their model are resistance to proactive interference, prepotent-response inhibition, and resistance
to distractor interference. Resistance to proactive interference is the ability to resist interference
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from previously processed, currently irrelevant information such that a previously memorized
phone number interferes with remembering a new number. By contrast, the term prepotentresponse inhibition refers to the active suppression of automatic, dominant and/or unwanted
motor or behavioral responses. Lastly, resistance to distractor interference refers to the ability to
suppress interference coming from irrelevant stimuli in the environment when processing target
information. The distinctions among the three types of inhibitory control are crucial to this study
in that focusing on the target auditory stimuli in an environment filled with auditory distractors
primarily requires resistance to distractor interference, rather than other control mechanisms.
Resistance to distractor interference is closely linked to concepts of selective attention in
auditory processing in noise because when listeners selectively attend to a target, a competing
signal should be resisted (e.g., Melara et al., 2002; Neill, 1977; Starter et al., 2001). Despite the
role of the suppressive process during selective auditory processing, however, the term
‘inhibition’ should be used with caution. The control mechanism in auditory processing in noise
is not an active suppression of unwanted motor or behavioral responses, but an active cognitive
regulation in the central nervous system regarding irrelevant information presented
simultaneously with the target information (Parbery-Clark, Strait, Anderson, Hittner, & Kraus,
2011). Moreover, although most studies on selective attention regard inhibition as a key function,
many of those studies have used pure tone, phoneme, or single syllable stimuli as target signals
(Melara et al., 2002; Pugh et al., 1996; Wood et al., 2000). These studies mostly looked at speech
perception and recognition but not at higher-level processes, such as comprehension. Thus, the
inhibitory process involved in selective attention studies may not necessarily be the same as the
interference control process required for auditory sentence processing.
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Indeed, some empirical studies using ERP have found no clear evidence for inhibition
(prepotent-response inhibition, in this case) during auditory speech processing in energetic
masking using tone sounds. For example, in a recently published article using a cocktail-party
paradigm with six patients with epilepsy, Golumbic and colleagues (2013) examined the neural
mechanisms underlying speech stream processing (i.e., sentence processing). They found
different patterns of brain signals from previous ERP studies using tone sounds mentioned earlier
(Getzmann et al., 2015; Melara et al., 2002; Rao et al., 2010). Golumbic et al. found selectively
enhanced cortical responses to attended speech streams but no inhibitory signals for ignored
speech streams, suggesting no evidence for inhibition, as also found in other studies (e.g.,
Hillyard, Hink, Schwent, & Picton, 1973; Woldorff et al., 1993). This suggests that the activation
threshold for the target and non-target signals may differ according to how much effort the
listener makes to suppress the distractor interference item. Moreover, the findings also
demonstrated that distractor sounds may not always be actively inhibited.
The present study considers resistance to distractor interference as the most relevant type
of interference control during auditory processing in noise. Although the interference control
framework proposed by Friedman and Miyake (2004) provides helpful distinctions among
different control mechanisms, further empirical evidence is needed to explain the mechanisms of
interference control that act on verbal (i.e., linguistic) interference during auditory sentence
processing. Moreover, it is still not clear how interference control interacts with the listeners’
proficiency in the target language. Is speech noise filtered out when focusing on a target stimulus
or is speech noise processed shallowly and not stored in the memory system at any level? These
questions have not been adequately answered, possibly due to the lack of a comprehensive model
of the control mechanisms in bilingual speech-in-noise processing.
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1.3 Interference during auditory processing
In general, speech perception in noise is a challenging activity that may require the
listener to use additional resources for processing. In many social settings, a conversation occurs
in the presence of background noise in the environment. In these situations, the ability to
perceptually single out a target voice in the presence of background speech is called the cocktail
party effect (Cherry, 1953). This effect can be partly explained by various processes (e.g.,
acoustical and psychological) given that it involves complex interactions among the acoustic
signals, the peripheral and the central auditory systems (e.g., Arons, 1992). To examine the
interaction among different systems during auditory processing, it is important to understand
how interference affects various auditory processes. Different types of interference involving the
acoustical and psychological processes will be discussed below.

1.3.1 Energetic vs. Informational masking
One of the approaches to understanding how speech is perceived in noise includes the
concept of glimpses. It refers to temporal and spectral gaps between the target and noise signals
(Cooke, 2006). Glimpsing through noise involves using the spectral regions with less overlap or
portions with temporal gaps in noise, allowing the signal to be ‘glimpsed’. Thus, more acoustic
overlap between the two competing signals can generate a greater interference effect that hinders
bottom-up processing (e.g., acoustic-phonetic) of the target sounds. According to this glimpsing
model, therefore, it is reasonable to expect that a multi-talker masking condition, which reduces
the potential for glimpsing, can cause greater physical interference that impairs speech
perception of the target signals than a single-talker masker condition can (Cooke, 2006).
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Auditory interference comes from energetic and/or informational masking. Energetic
masking occurs when both utterances contain the same or similar physical characteristics (e.g.,
acoustic frequencies; Brungart, Simpson, Ericson, & Scott, 2001). Speech perception normally
decreases as a function of increasing intensity of energetic masking (Muller-Gass, Marcoux,
Logan, & Campbell, 2001).
In contrast, informational masking—i.e., semantic information in the masking
sentences— interferes perceptually with top-down processing (e.g., the semantic processing) of
speech signals. Interference occurring in top-down processing can make listeners unable to
disentangle the two signals (Brungart et al., 2001). Studies have also provided evidence that
informational masking causes a stronger interference effect than energetic masking when the
target and masker signals are both perceived (Brungart et al., 2001; Brungart, 2005; Lidestam et
al., 2014). In particular, when there was only one competing talker, the informational masking
had a greater negative effect on the target processing than did comparable energetic masking
(e.g., Brungart et al., 2001; Calandruccio, Van Engen, Dhar, & Bradlow, 2010). Therefore,
speech perception in multi-talker babble is more advantageous than in a single-talker masker as
the babble decreases the interference from informational masking.
Informational masking can interfere with listeners’ target signal processing, resulting in
impaired comprehension. For example, in a series of studies, Calandruccio and her colleagues
found that noise containing semantic information has a greater negative effect on processing the
target information than noise without meaningful information does (Calandruccio et al., 2010;
Calandruccio & Zhou, 2014). Moreover, some studies found that semantic information in
masking sentences in familiar languages also modulates speech-in-speech-noise recognition
when compared to unfamiliar languages without meaningful semantic information. Calandruccio
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et al. (2010), for instance, found that the semantically meaningful maskers (i.e., English masking
for native English speakers) decreased the accuracy of target speech perception more than
unintelligible sentences (e.g., Mandarin sentences for the same English monolinguals), providing
evidence for the detrimental effect of informational masking. It should be noted, however, that
the effect of informational masking may still be affected by acoustic differences between the
target and the masker languages, which can enhance stream segregation and minimize energetic
overlap.

1.3.2 Other factors affecting auditory processing
Various factors can modulate the effects of energetic and informational masking. For
example, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the ratio of the amplitude of the target sound to that of
the interfering item, is a crucial characteristic that determines the success of processing a target
signal. Studies have shown that increasing SNRs from -10 dB to 0 dB makes the speech
perception of the target sounds easier (e.g., Egan, Carterette, & Thwing, 1954). However, SNR
has relatively less impact on the intelligibility of the target signal when two competing speech
signals have different vocal characteristics, such as differences in the speaker gender of the target
and masker (Brungart et al., 2001). In Brungart et al. (2001), listeners’ performance on a speech
perception task with a one-talker masker was better when the gender of the speakers in the target
and masking stimuli was different than when they were same, for stimulus SNRs that varied
from -18 dB to +15 dB in 3 dB steps. This suggests that the distance in the voice characteristics
of the target and masking stimuli creates less acoustic overlap, which allows easier stream
segregation. Thus, the distance between the target and masking signals compensates for the
difficulty arising from the adverse listening condition.
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1.3.3 The role of contextual knowledge during listening in noise
As discussed previously, when speech signals are perceptually degraded by noise, the use
of phonetic/phonological and semantic knowledge may become limited based on types of noise,
listeners’ attention, and other cognitive factors. In such conditions, auditory perception without
visual cues is typically dependent on top-down processing, in particular, on the use of contextual
information to fill in missing information (e.g., Rönnberg et al., 2013 for a model review).
Knowing the phonetic and phonological rules of the language in which the auditory stimuli are
produced (i.e., having contextual knowledge) will enhance bottom-up processing by increasing
the predictability of the missing phonetic information even in noisy conditions (Bidelman &
Dexter, 2015). Moreover, rich semantic information, compared to phonetic information, can
further increase the predictability of words, phrases, and sentences in auditory processing. These
context-based processes are active, goal-directed, top-down processes that can be used to
regulate the bottom-up components (i.e., processing of the auditory signals). Thus, in L2
listeners, the speech-in-noise difficulty at the sentence level may, at least in part, be indicative of
a listener’s poor top-down use of contextual cues relative to native listeners (Cutler, 2005).

1.4 Bilingual auditory processing in noise
Much evidence has shown that listeners experience even greater difficulty with speech
perception in noise in their L2 than in their L1 (e.g., Avivi-Reich, Bae, Kang, & Schneider,
2012; Bradlow & Alexander, 2007; Krizman, Bradlow, Lam, & Kraus, 2017). Behavioral studies
have found that increased clarity and predictability of an auditory target sentence stimulus were
required for non-native listeners to achieve comparable performance to that of native listeners on
various pure-tone, word, and sentence recognition tasks in various types of noise, such as multi-
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talker babbles and speech-modulated noise (Krizman et al., 2017; Lucks Mendel, & Widner,
2016).
An electrophysiology study has also shown that L2 listeners exhibited delayed cortical
responses in the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) during a word recognition task masked by fourtalker noise babble (+10, 0, -5 dB SNRs) (Bidelman & Dexter, 2015). Their results showed less
efficient processing of non-native speech signals masked by noise, relative to the processing of
clear speech. More specifically, nonnative listeners required +10 dB more favorable SNR to
perform at the same level that monolingual listeners do. For both groups, the mismatch
negativities were systematically prolonged with decreasing SNRs.
The reported difficulties of nonnative listeners in L2 listening in noise may arise from
their incomplete acquisition of L2 acoustic-phonetic characteristics, which makes discriminating
two distinct auditory streams more challenging (e.g., Mayo, Florentine, & Buus, 1997). Thus, the
degraded speech perception nonnative listeners experience in bottom-up processing may require
a greater degree of attentional control, depending more on the top-down processes (Avivi-Reich,
Daneman, & Schneider, 2014). These top-down processes include vocabulary knowledge, which
helps L2 listeners’ lexical access to the target signals. However, the lexical access in L2 can also
be interfered with by the activation of L1 lexical items (Kroll & Steward, 1994).
In order to understand the difficulties of L2 listening in noise, its processes and potential
sources of interference that are unique to bilingual listening will be discussed below. Note that
L2 in the following sections refers to a second language that was learned after L1 acquisition and
is less proficient than L1, as is typically seen in L2 speakers.
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1.4.1 A model of L2 listening comprehension
Second language listening is often difficult to process due to its temporal limitations such
that listeners must process speech in a less proficient language while attending to new input at a
speed controlled by the speaker (Vandergrift, 2011). This is particularly problematic in that L2
listening processes require a longer processing time and are less automatic than L1 processes
during sentence comprehension (e.g., Hahne, 2001). However, L2 listeners still have to go
through several steps to comprehend the auditory stimuli.
According to Anderson’s (1995) cognitive framework for listening comprehension, as
shown in Figure 1 below, listening comprehension undergoes three interactive and integrated
phases: perception, parsing and utilization. During the perception phase (mainly the bottom-up
process of listening), listeners recognize and decode auditory signals they hear and hold them
briefly in working memory. At the subsequent parsing phase, listeners analyze these segments
stored in working memory. The analyzed word segments are then put into syntactic components
while listeners keep identifying word meaning and building up larger chunks of meaning. This
phase is still considered to be bottom-up processing, which can be directly influenced by topdown processes, i.e., utilization. The last phase, utilization, involves top-down processing where
listeners use the meaning of parsed phrases to interpret intended meaning of the stimuli. At this
phase, listeners use information beyond the given stimuli as well as the information directly
found from the stimuli. Namely, listeners use contextual or world knowledge stored in long-term
memory. As previously mentioned, this top-down process helps bottom-up processes occurring
at the two previous phases (i.e., perception and parsing phases).
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Figure 1. Anderson's model of cognitive processing in L2 listening comprehension
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1.4.2 L2 listeners’ comprehension difficulties
Adopting Anderson’s (1995) model, Goh (2000) investigated the comprehension
problems that L2 listeners experience without noise. The data obtained from L2 learners’ selfreports, including diaries, group interviews, and retrospective verbal reports, showed that L2
listeners had different problems at each phase of the interconnected model. L2 listeners’
difficulty at the perception phase typically included not recognizing words, missing the phonetic
information in the beginning of the auditory stimuli, and failing to chunk the auditory stream of
speech. Unlike reading, listeners are normally not provided with word segmentation clues about
where a word begins and ends during listening. This may be a crucial reason that L2 listeners
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reported great difficulty at this beginning phase, particularly in connected speech (Cutler, 2005).
This word segmentation skill is considered to be language-specific and learned early in life,
which makes word segmentation a major challenge for late bilingual listeners (Vandergrift,
2011).
At the parsing phase, Goh (2000) reports that L2 listeners selectively attended to the
input and failed to form mental representations of what they heard due to cognitive limitations in
working memory. For example, L2 listeners reported that even though they heard the stimuli,
they quickly forgot what they had understood when they heard other words that they did not
know. Lastly, at the utilization phase, L2 listeners reported that they experienced difficulty with
comprehending the intended or implied meaning of the message even when they understood the
word meaning and the syntax of the stimuli. The author points out that this difficulty might be
due to the listeners’ lack of background knowledge or relevant schemas that hinders their topdown processing, such as inferencing. This can also be interpreted as a result of a depletion of
cognitive resources invested in bottom-up processing (i.e., speech perception), which results in
diminished resources for top-down processing.
Is it important to note that the three phases in Anderson’s model are bidirectionally
interactive and connected, meaning that the top-down and bottom-up processes influence each
other. Successful listening comprehension may demonstrate efficient interplay between the two
processes. However, the extent to which each process is used can be dependent on other
variables, such as the task, listening purpose and language proficiency (Vandergrift, 2001).
Furthermore, interference occurring at any of these phases can obstruct the bottom-up and topdown processes and in turn decrease L2 listening performance.
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1.4.3 Differential effects of L1 and L2 verbal interference during L2 listening
Differential effects of L1 and L2 maskers have not been investigated enough in the
literature. However, a few studies provide useful related information regarding the effects of
maskers in L1 or L2. For example, Brouwer, Van Engen, Calandruccio, and Bradlow (2012)
tested Dutch-English bilingual groups who were highly proficient in both languages, with
English target (L2) and English and Dutch masking sentences. Their results showed that L2
speech perception in bilingual listeners was less accurate when the masking sentence was in the
same language (L2 masking) as the target compared to speech perception when the languages of
the target and masking sentences differed (L1 masking). This may indicate that the interference
effect that bilingual listeners’ experience with L1 and L2 masking sentences depends on the
degree of similarity between the two competing signals. For L2 auditory processing, therefore,
L2 distractors may show greater interference effects than those in L1.
In contrast, Calandruccio and Zhou (2014) report that a listener’s familiarity with the
masker language is an important variable to consider for L2 auditory comprehension in verbal
noise. In this study, balanced English-Greek bilinguals were negatively affected by both English
and Greek masking sentences whereas English monolinguals performed significantly better in
the Greek masking condition. These findings suggest that a greater interference effect is caused
by listeners’ familiarity with the two languages of the masking sentences, and this effect is
diminished when the masker is semantically meaningless to the listeners. Based on this result, it
may be reasonable to assume that the more proficient language (L1 or L2) might have a greater
interference effect on sentence comprehension than the less proficient language in bilingual
individuals. This assumption is supported by the findings in Filippi et al. (2012). In a design
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similar to that of Brouwer et al. (2012), Filippi et al. (2012) asked Italian-English bilinguals to
focus on a target English sentence (L2) and repeat what they heard when the masker was either
in L1 (Italian) or in L2. Although the major focus of this study was to compare bilingual and
monolingual groups on this auditory sentence repetition task presented with L1 and L2 maskers,
part of their findings regarding the bilinguals’ performance showed that accuracy was lower for
the L1 than the L2 masking condition. This finding is discrepant from Brouwer et al. (2012) but
consistent with the assumption that, if L1 is a more familiar language to the listeners than L2, L1
maskers have stronger interference effects than L2 maskers for L2 auditory processing, as
suggested in Calandruccio and Zhou (2014).
Based on the review of the literature, it is not yet clear whether it is the similarity
between the masking and target languages or the degree of familiarity with the masking language
(or both) that cause a greater interference effect. Although Calandruccio and Zhou (2014)
focused on the effect of familiarity with the language of the target and masker, this would be
confounded with the proficiency effect if the target and the masker were the L1 and the L2 of the
bilingual listeners. Presumably, proficiency may therefore be an additional factor modulating the
effect of L1 and L2 auditory interference during L2 auditory sentence comprehension.

1.4.4 Interplay between interference control and L2 proficiency
The discrepancy regarding the effect of the masking language may be accounted for by
L2 proficiency of the bilingual listeners in the two studies discussed above (i.e., Brouwer et al.,
2012 and Filippi et al., 2012). Brouwer et al. reported that their bilingual participants were highly
proficient in L2 (English), whereas those in Filippi et al. (2012) were at an intermediate level
according to their self-rating scores across all four language domains (reading, writing, speaking,
and listening). Thus, it is reasonable to assume that both the language of the maskers and the
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bilingual listeners’ L2 proficiency are critical factors for L2 auditory sentence processing in
noise. It could be that L2 listeners with high L2 proficiency in Brouwer et al. (2012) might not
have performed differently in the L1 and L2 masking conditions due to their relatively balanced
proficiency in L1 and L2, namely receiving similar effect from L1 and L2 masking. In contrast,
L2 listeners with lower L2 proficiency in Filippi et al. (2012) might have shown greater
difficulty with the L2-L1 combination due to the stronger L1 interference effect.
The literature indeed suggests an interaction between language proficiency and cognitive
control. For example, in an inhibition task such as the Stroop task, where participants are asked
to name the ink color of color words, proficient L2 speakers benefitted more from congruent
trials where the ink color and the color word match (e.g., the word “red” in red ink) compared to
incongruent trials where the ink color and the color word did not match. In contrast, this benefit
disappeared for less proficient L2 speakers (Singh & Mishra, 2013). These findings indicate that
the ability to suppress interference and stay focused on the target was different according to the
speakers’ L2 proficiency. Dong and Xie (2014) also found a significant group difference
between high and low proficient L2 learners in mental set shifting using the Wisconsin Card
Sorting Task among young adult Chinese-English bilinguals. However, the type of inhibitory
control differs across these tasks. According to Friedman and Miyake (2004), the Stroop task
would be considered a test of prepotent-response inhibition, whereas the Wisconsin Card Sorting
Task would be considered one of reisistance to proactive interference.
It is important to note that, in addition to L2 proficiency, other factors such as language
dominance might also contribute to the discrepancy in the findings discussed above because
language proficiency is not always a good predictor of bilinguals’ L2 listening ability in noise.
Moreover, there are cases that L2 becomes the dominant language in bilinguals. In a series of
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studies, Shi (2011, 2013, 2015) evaluated the extent to which self-rated language proficiency and
language dominance represent an accurate measure of L2 listeners’ proficiency. Shi (2015) used
three lists of 50 words from the Northwestern University Auditory Test No. 6 and an English
word recognition test with and without speech-modulated noise with +6 dB SNR and 0 dB SNR.
This is a type of nonverbal noise that contains the broadband amplitude and frequency that
changes over time like speech sound but does not contain semantic information. Participants
were asked to verbally repeat and write down each target word that they heard. The researchers
found that L2 proficiency by itself was not a good predictor of L2 listening in noise as compared
to the conditions without noise. Rather, language dominance alone or in combination with
proficiency rating yielded the best sensitivity for predicting listening in noise. Thus, when
measuring L2 auditory processing and its link to listener-related factors, both language
dominance and L2 proficiency should be considered, particularly for low-level L2 listeners.
Otherwise, language dominance should be controlled across all research participants.

1.5 Summary
Second language listening involves different phases of bottom-up and top-down processes
that are bidirectionally interactive with each other. Difficulties experienced at any phase can
impair listeners’ comprehension of the auditory stimuli. For example, listeners are vulnerable to
listening in noise. More specifically, both energetic masking (physical characteristics of the
sounds, such as frequency) and informational masking (such as semantic features) masking are
detrimental for auditory processing in L2. The overlap between the acoustics of the target and
masker may have a different impact on L2 listeners with different L2 proficiency. In particular,
auditory processing difficulties in verbal masking contexts may involve complex linguistic
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processes, such as the competition between the two concurrent auditory signals, at both
phonetic/phonological and semantic levels of processing. Moreover, bilingual listeners must also
contend with verbal interference from two different languages. Thus, mental representations
semantically and phonologically associated with both the target and distracting auditory stimuli
in two languages can also be another crucial source of interference. Therefore, in order to
suppress various kinds of interference during L2 listening in noise, efficient interference control
is required (e.g., Sorqvist & Ronnberg, 2012).
Unfortunately, there is a gap between interference control theories and studies on
auditory language processing in noise. The role of interference control in language processing
has mainly been investigated in the visual domain (e.g., Mercier, Pivneva, & Titone, 2016)
across populations, including bilingual speakers (e.g., Garbin et al., 2010; Soveri, Laine,
Hämäläinen, & Hugdahl, 2011) and children with specific language impairment (e.g., Marton,
Eichorn, Campanelli, & Zakarias, 2016). In contrast, there is relatively little research linking the
role of interference control to bilingual auditory sentence processing, particularly regarding the
effect of the masking languages. It is also not known at which processing phase(s) auditory
interference plays a negative role in comprehension. Moreover, most previous studies involving
language investigated speech perception/recognition ability using a repetition technique. For
bilingual listeners, sentence repetition can be done without clearly understanding the message of
the sentence. Thus, previous research does not provide a nuanced picture about how different
types of noise and languages interfere with auditory comprehension in bilinguals.
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2 Research Aims
The main goal of this study was to examine the relationship between interference control
and L2 proficiency. Specifically, I investigate the underlying mechanisms for L2 listening in
noise in late bilinguals, across three experiments. Experiment 1 investigated the interaction
between interference control and L2 proficiency in bilingual listeners using an auditory sentence
comprehension task in which L2 listeners made plausibility judgments. This experiment was
designed to test the effects of L1 versus L2 interference on L2 sentence comprehension.
Experiment 2 examined how lexical content interfered with L2 listening by comparing how
much L2 listeners identified the lexical content of the target and the masking sentences.
Experiment 3 investigated the relationship between the interference control of verbal and nonverbal tasks. Thus, this third experiment employed a nonverbal auditory interference control task
to compare to the results from the verbal task used in Experiment 2, which had the same task
format as the non-verbal task in Experiment 3. The main focus of the analysis was to seek a
group difference to determine whether the control systems employed by participants in the verbal
interference control task were similar to those employed in the nonverbal interference control
task (i.e., domain-general) or different from each other (i.e., domain-general).
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3 Experiment 1
3.1 Research questions (RQs) and hypotheses
In Experiment 1, to examine the interplay between interference control and L2
proficiency in bilingual listeners, the following questions were asked:
RQ 1. Does verbal masking have a greater interference effect than nonverbal masking
during L2 listening across participants with varying levels of L2 proficiency?
RQ 2. Do L1 and L2 verbal interference have the same effect on L2 listening across
participants with varying levels of L2 proficiency?
The literature suggests verbal masking that includes semantic information is more
interfering than nonverbal masking when the intensity of the two types of masking is the same
(Brungart et al., 2001; Brungart, 2005; Calandruccio et al., 2010; Lidestam et al., 2014). Thus, it
was predicted that the effect of verbal noise would be greater than that of nonverbal noise across
all L2 listeners. Table 1 below demonstrates the performance accuracy predictions for the within
and between group analyses regarding this hypothesis.
Table 1. Nonverbal vs. verbal noise conditions (Plausibility judgment task)
Plausibility accuracy hypotheses
Within group:

For Higher L2 proficiency, nonverbal > verbal

Nonverbal noise vs. Verbal noise

For Lower L2 proficiency, nonverbal

Between group:

For both conditions,

Higher L2 group vs. Lower L2 group

Higher L2 group > Lower L2 group

> verbal

Note. The symbols, <, >, and =, shows which accuracy is lower, higher, or whether they are
equal.
An important hypothesis in this experiment is that the effect of L1 and L2 interference on
L2 comprehension will be dependent on L2 proficiency. For the verbal interference, therefore, it
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was hypothesized that L1 masking will interfere more than L2 masking if bilingual listeners are
less proficient in L2 than in L1. However, if a listener is highly proficient in both languages, the
interference effect of L1 and L2 masking will be similar. See Table 2 below for the summary of
these hypotheses. Note that the hypotheses in Table 2 indicate the accuracy predictions on the
plausibility judgment task.
Table 2. Verbal noise condition: L1 vs. L2 (Plausibility judgment task)
Plausibility accuracy hypotheses
For Higher L2 group, L2 masking = L1 masking
Within group: L1 vs. L2 Masking
For Lower L2 group, L2 masking > L1 masking
Between group:

For both masking conditions,

Higher L2 group vs. Lower L2 group

Higher L2 group > Lower L2 group

3.2 Methodology
3.2.1 Participants
Two groups of Korean-English bilinguals born in Korea were recruited from the New
York City area. Their dominant L1 was Korean. All participants were 18 to 40 years old at the
time of testing. They were late bilinguals who had started learning English at the age of nine in
school in Korea. All the participants received at least a high school diploma. Any participants
who were able to speak fluently in a language other than Korean and English were excluded.
Participants with documented hearing, language, cognitive impairment or neurological diseases
were also not included because performance from individuals with any of these diseases or
impairments would not represent typical language processing. This exclusion occurred in the
recruitment process through a flyer and questionnaire (See the following section). Participants
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were divided into two proficiency groups: High and Mid, based on two self-rating measures.
Demographic information is presented in Table 3 and the proficiency measures are introduced in
the following section. The age of arrival was not significantly different between the groups (t =
0.54, p = 0.59). There was a significant mean difference only for the two groups’ years of
education. Therefore, this information was added to the analysis as a covariate.
Table 3. Demographic information of the two groups
High-proficiency Group

Mid-proficiency Group

mean (SD)

mean (SD)

Number
34
36
Gender
F = 24, M = 7
F = 26, M = 10
Handedness
R = 33, L = 1, A = 0
R = 34, L = 2, A = 0
Age (in years)
31.8 (4.6)
31.2 (5.8)
Age of arrival (in years)
24.1 (4.7)
23.5 (4.5)
Education (in years)
18.8 (1.3)*
16.9 (1.6)
Note. The mean of years of education was significantly different between the two groups (t = 3.56, p < 0.001). R =
right, L = left, A = ambidextrous. The age of acquisition for both groups is nine; all participants started learning
English at the age of 9 at public school, and it was an inclusion criterion for recruitment.

3.2.2. Materials
3.2.2.1.

Questionnaires
In order to divide participants into High and Mid-proficiency groups2, they completed

two online forms prior to coming for the experiments. These two self-rated L2 proficiency
measures are presented below.
3.2.2.1.1. Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire (LEAP-Q)
Background information was collected using the Language Experience and Proficiency
Questionnaire (LEAP-Q; Marian, Blumenfeld, & Kaushanskaya, 2007). Questions regarding
demographic, language, educational and health information were added to the LEAP-Q.
Demographic and educational information included questions about participants’ country of

2

Low proficiency L2 speakers were not included in the study due to the difficulty of the tasks used in the
experiments.
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birth, age of arrival in the U.S., occupation, and years of education. The health history section
asked whether participants experienced any learning difficulty or neurological diseases. The
questions related to language history and use questions probed age of acquisition, acquisition
order, exposure, dominance, caregivers’ language, code-switching, and frequency and percentage
of various daily activities that involved each of L1 and L2, such as reading magazines, watching
TV, and listening to the radio.
Participants also rated their own proficiency on a scale from 0 to 10 in four language
domains (speaking, listening, reading, and writing) where zero meant “no proficiency” and ten
indicated “perfect proficiency.” In addition, there were questions where participants rated six
factors that might have contributed to their L2 learning including formal instruction, reading,
self-instruction, watching TV and movies, and listening to radio. See Appendix A-1 for the copy
of the questionnaire.
3.2.2.1.2. American Council of Teaching Foreign Languages (ACTFL) – Can-Do Statements
Participants also filled out the American Council of Teaching Foreign Languages
(ACTFL, 2012) in English, a self-evaluation measure. Two pertinent domains out of four were
used to determine their L2 proficiency. These domains were communication skills and
listening—reading and writing were not included. Both communication and listening domains
have five major levels of L2 proficiency: novice, intermediate, advanced, superior, and
distinguished. The novice, intermediate, and advanced levels are further divided into three sublevels: low, mid, and high. Superior and distinguished represent each level without any other
sub-levels. Thus, there were a total of 11 distinct levels. Each level included a series of sentences
that describe daily situations. See Appendix A-2 for the actual measure.
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Participants were asked to mark a box if they could complete the activity in a given
language. Boxes in ACTFL were otherwise left blank. Examples are presented in Table 4. The
total number of checked boxes was used to calculate a percentage rating. Subsequently, the
ratings from the two measures were averaged for a final rating. This final rating was used to
assign each participant to a proficiency group or to eliminate them from the study if they did not
fit the proficiency criteria.
Table 4. Example sentences for each level in ACTFL
Level
Novice
Intermediate
Advanced

Superior
Distinguished

Sample sentence
Low
Mid
High
Low
Mid
High
Low
Mid
High

I can introduce myself to someone.
I can understand greetings.
I can exchange some personal information.
I can have a simple conversation on a number of everyday topics.
I can identify the type of film from a movie preview.
I can use my language to do a task that requires multiple steps.
I can compare and contrast life in different locations and in different times.
I can communicate effectively on a wide variety of present, past, and future events.
I can understand an interview in which the relationship of texting and traffic
accidents is detailed by victims’ reports on their experiences.
I can understand a lecture on my favorite subject.
I can understand the idioms, historical references, and cultural implications in
musical lyrics.

3.2.2.1.3. Proficiency criteria and rating results
The results of the ACTFL can-do statements were transformed into a 0-10 scale, like the
LEAP-Q rating. First, the number of total statements was counted, and subsequently, the number
of statements that each participant checked were counted. Then, the percentage of the checked
statements was calculated and turned into a 0-10 scale. The results of the two language
proficiency measures across all domains were averaged.
Participants with an average score of the two proficiency measures that ranged between
4.0 and 7.5 out of 10 were grouped in the ‘Mid-proficiency’ (MP) group. Participants with an
average score from 8.5 and above were grouped in the ‘High-proficiency’ (HP) group. The
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participants whose average rating lay between 7.6 and 8.4 were excluded from the study in order
to have a clear proficiency distinction between the two groups. This group categorization was
determined during the screening process. After this screening, data from 14 participants were
eliminated from the analysis since they did not meet the inclusion criteria. Following the
screening phase, 34 participants were sorted into the high-proficiency group and 36 into the midproficiency group for a total of 70 individuals who participated in the experiments.
The mean composite rating of the high-proficiency group was 8.5 (SD=0.5) whereas the
mean composite rating of the mid-proficiency group was 5.4 (SD=0.8). The results of all other
domains are displayed in Figure 2 below. Across all domains, the high-proficiency group’s
ratings were significantly higher than those of the mid-proficiency group.
Figure 2. Results of the proficiency measures
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3.2.2.2.Tasks
An auditory sentence comprehension task was developed to measure L2 auditory
sentence comprehension in noise. In this task, participants were asked to pay attention to the
target sentence played with or without interference and make a plausibility judgment about
whether each sentence was semantically plausible or not. This task was implemented to assess
whether the listeners accurately understood each target sentence in noise.
There were a total of five baseline and experimental conditions in the auditory sentence
comprehension task. These are as follows: two baseline conditions (L1 and L2), one nonverbal
masking condition with speech-modulated noise, and two verbal interference conditions (one
with L1 masking and the other with L2 masking). In the baseline conditions, participants listened
to target sentences either in their L1 or L2 without masking. In the nonverbal masking condition,
participants listened to the target sentences masked by speech-modulated noise created from the
same type of sentences as the target sentences. In the verbal masking conditions, target L2
sentences were masked by another sentence that was either in L1 or in L2.
Table 5. Conditions in Experiment 1
Condition type

Condition name

Condition

Task type

Control

L1B

Korean baseline

Plausibility judgment task

Control

L2B

English baseline

Plausibility judgment task

Experimental

NVM

Nonverbal masking

Plausibility judgment task

Experimental

L2M

L2 verbal masking

Plausibility judgment task

Experimental

L1M

L1 verbal masking

Plausibility judgment task

There were 40 target sentences in each condition, yielding a total of 200 target and 80
masking sentences. With the exception of the Korean baseline condition, the target sentences
were always in English across all other conditions; this yielded 200 English and 80 Korean target
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sentences. Of these English sentences, 120 sentences were masked by either verbal (an English
or a Korean sentence) or nonverbal stimuli.
3.2.2.3.Sentence stimuli for the task
The sentences used for the auditory comprehension task consisted of a main and a
subordinate clause as shown in the examples in Table 6. Half of the stimulus sentences began
with the subordinating clause, and the other half ended with the subordinating clause. These were
allocated to different conditions in a balanced way. All of the stimulus sentences were
semantically paired. In each pair, one sentence was semantically plausible and the other
semantically implausible. Plausible means that the sentence is semantically probable, and
implausible means that the sentence is not semantically probable. These semantically paired
sentences were separated into different blocks so that no semantically similar sentence was
presented twice in the same block.
Table 6. Examples of the stimulus sentences
Sentences
(a) The flag waved when the wind blew.

Plausibility
Plausible

(b) The flag waved when the wind stopped.

Implausible

(c) Because the tree was strong, it didn’t fall down in the storm.

Plausible

(d) Because the tree was strong, it fell down in the storm.

Implausible

The difference in the number of words of the two sentences in each pair was either zero
or one. In the case where the word length differed by one word, the word ‘not’ was added to
semantically convert the meaning of the sentence as in Sentence (c) above. Otherwise, the
semantic contradiction was achieved with an antonym of the noun, adjective, or adverb used in
the sentences. Half of the semantic contradiction appeared either in the first clause and the other
half in the second clause of the stimulus sentences.
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The sentences were controlled for word frequency. For English sentences, the content
words (i.e., nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs) of the sentences had a frequency ranking of
4,000 or less according to the frequency list by the Corpus of Contemporary American English
(COCA); ‘1’ was the highest rank, meaning that it was a most frequently used word. Thus, every
word had a different rank number in this list. This corpus list has recently been used as a reliable
resource for American English word frequency (e.g., Davies, 2010).
The frequency criterion was previously determined as zero to 4000 rank via a pilot study
with three Korean young adults living in Korea and three in New York with varying levels of
English proficiency. The age of this group ranged between 27 and 39 (mean = 33.4). The years
of education ranged between 13 and 18 (mean = 15.5). These pilot participants were not included
in the final study. They were instructed to rate several lists of randomly selected words from
every 1000 ranked words into one of three categories: easy, moderate, difficult. To determine the
inclusion criteria, first, the percentage of the six raters’ responses was obtained for each word.
Among the three levels, the level that most raters selected became the level for that word. For
example, given the word “X”, four raters could rate it as easy, one as moderate, and one as
difficult. In this case, the word “X” was considered easy. For instances when three voted easy
and three voted moderate or difficult, a re-rating process was planned. However, no such
instance occurred. More than 50% of the words in the list ranked above 4000 were considered to
be difficult by all raters (e.g., conspiracy – 4270, anonymous – 4363, legislature – 4407). As long
as the base form was within the frequency limit, any words derived from the base form outside
the limit3 were included (e.g., ‘windy’ if ‘wind’ is within the word frequency limit).

3

The only exception was the word ‘Umbrella,’ which is outside the frequency limit, but was included because it is
considered to be a word frequently used in daily life, and L2 learners tend to learn this word fairly early in their L2
acquisition stage in Korean. Indeed, the same pilot group reported that ‘umbrella’ is a highly frequent and earlyacquired easy English word for Koreans.
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Unlike the English sentences, in the Korean sentences the content words fell within the
first 5,000 ranked words (Yonsei Corpus of Lexical Frequency, Seo, 1998). Using the same
ranking procedures as for the English words but with different ranking scales (not frequent,
moderately frequent, highly frequent), the same Korean-English bilingual pilot group agreed that
the Korean words between the 4000 and 5000 frequency rank are still highly frequent words for
Korean native speakers relative to those English words falling within this frequency rank. For
example, some borrowed words such as ‘TV’ and ‘taxi,’ which were rated as highly frequent
words in daily life, are within the 5000-frequency Korean word rank.
All of the sentences created were used both for the target and masking sentences. The
English sentences were used for all conditions except for the Korean baseline condition, and the
Korean sentences were used only for the Korean baseline condition and for the masking
sentences in the L1 verbal masking conditions. The syllable length of each sentence was
controlled and calculated for both English and Korean sentences to match the target and the
masking sentences (ranging 7 to 17 syllables for English sentences and 21 to 36 for Korean
sentences). All the target sentences were embedded within a masking sound or sentence except
for the target sentences presented in the control conditions. See Appendix B for all stimulus
sentences.

3.2.3. Procedures
3.2.3.1.Stimulus recording procedure
The stimulus sentences used as target and masking sentences were recorded by a male
(M) and female (F) English native speaker and a male and female Korean native speaker in a
double-walled sound-attenuated booth using a head-mounted unidirectional dynamic microphone
(Shure, Model SM10A) and a preamp (Shure, Model 635A). The signal from the microphone
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was digitized using a soundcard (Turtle Beach, Montego II with Aureal 8830[WDM] chipset) in
a Dell Optiplex GX260 PC at a sampling rate of 44,100 Hz (16 bit, mono) using the SoundForge
(ver. 4.5) software. The onset and offset of each sentence were determined by visual inspection
of the speech waveform and by listening to the sentences using Adobe Audition and Praat. The
average rate of speech was three to four words per second.
Subsequently, each recorded sentence was normalized to a root-mean-square (RMS) level of –25
dB using Adobe Audition (CS6). Participants were able to adjust the volume to their comfort
during the practice session. Speech-modulated noise used for the nonverbal noise condition was
also created using both English and Korean sentences, which are the same type of sentence
stimuli used for the test. MatLab software was used to create the speech-modulated noise (see
Appendix E for the coding). The level of the speech-modulated noise was set to the same
intensity as the sentence stimuli. Furthermore, both the speech-modulated noise and the
sentences used for masking had SNR +3 dB SPL. The normalized target and masking stimuli
were combined using the Adobe Audition (CS6) after decreasing the masking stimulus’s volume
-3 dB SPL.
3.2.3.2.Sentence placement procedure
In order to create the stimulus materials from the recorded sentences, the plausible
sentences were labelled with a sentence number and ‘a’ (e.g., 1a, 2a, etc.), and all the implausible
sentences were labelled with a sentence number and ‘b’ (e.g., 1b, 2b, etc.). The sentences that
have the same sentence number are semantically paired. All of these sentences were recorded
both by a female and a male speaker. Thus, all the sentences had a label for speaker gender, such
as 1aF, 1aM, 2bF and 2bM, where ‘F’ is for ‘Female’ and ‘M’ for ‘Male’. To counter-balance
the speaker gender and plausibility of sentences, the stimuli in one condition included ten
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sentences with ‘a’ and ‘F’ labels, 10 sentences with ‘a’ and ‘M’, ten sentences with ‘b’, ‘F’, and
lastly ten sentences with ‘b’ and ‘M’ labels. Again, recall that there were 40 sentences in each
condition. For example, the English baseline condition had ten sentences from 1aF to 10aF, ten
sentences from 11bF to 20bF, ten sentences from 21aM to 30aM, and another ten sentences from
31bM to 40bM, thus yielding a total of 40 sentences. All the F sentences were masked by M
sentences and vice versa.
After creating the sentences for each condition, the length of the sentences was adjusted
manually so that the two sentences began and ended at the same time. Recall that the rate of
speech was three to four words per second. Thus, when the length did not match due to a
differing speech rate, the rate of the slower or faster sentence was resampled to match the speech
rate with the other sentence using the stretch function in the Adobe Audition Deciding which of
the two sentences to resample was determined by choosing the more natural-sounding exemplar
out of the two resampled sentences. The pitch remained the same, and less than 5% of the
sentences had their speed manipulated in this way. Table 7 summarizes all the recorded stimuli
and the conditions for both the plausibility judgment. For the sentence placement design, see the
table in Appendix F.
Table 7. Condition design for the auditory sentence comprehension task
Conditions

Baseline
(L1B)

(L2B)

Target

40 Korean

40 English

Masker

none

none

Plausibility +
Voice

10 Pla F
10 Imp M
10 Pla M
10 Imp2 F

10 Pla F
10 Imp M
10 Pla M
10 Imp F

Language masking

Nonverbal
noise masking
(NM)
40
English
Speechmodulated noise

Plausibility
(L2M)
(L1M)
40
40 English
English
Korean (L1M-P)

English (L2M-P)

10 Pla F
10 Imp M
10 Pla M
10 Imp F

10 Pla F
10 Imp M
10 Pla M
10 Imp F

10 Pla F
10 Imp M
10 Pla M
10 Imp F

Note. Pla: plausible, 2. Imp: implausible, 3. F: female voice, 4. M: male voice
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3.2.3.3.Hearing screening
Before the experimental tasks began, each participant had a hearing screening session
using an audiometer (Beltone, Model 110). Participants were seated in a quiet room, which was
the same room where the experiment was held, and heard pure tones presented through
headphones (Beltone, Model 110). They were asked to raise their right hand when they heard a
tone, even if it was very soft.
The test frequencies included 500 Hz, 1 kHz, 2 kHz, 4 kHz and 8 kHz at a level of 25 dB
SPL (American Speech-Language-Hearing Association,). Participants were given the choice
regarding which ear to test first. If a participant missed any tone, the intensity was increased by 5
dB (from 25 dB to 30 dB). If the participant still did not hear the tone sound at 30 dB at two or
more frequencies, we would have excluded that participant from the experiment, but there was
no such a participant. See Appendix C for the hearing screening sheet.
3.2.3.4.Experimental procedure
Participants were seated in front of a MacBook laptop with a 12-inch monitor to perform
the experimental tasks. For all participants, the testing instructions were delivered in English. If
clarification was needed in Korean, instructions were given using the best equivalent translation
to the English wording. For all tasks, participants were asked to pay attention only to the target
sentence but not to the masking sentence. The target and masking sentences were always
distinguished by two speaker voices of different genders. Thus, prior to each auditory stimulus,
participants were given a picture cue of a female or male symbol to indicate on which sentence
to focus.
During all experimental sessions, participants listened to the stimuli using a noisecancelling headphone connected directly to the laptop with up to 32 dB attenuation of outside
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noise (Sennheiser HD280 Pro). The tasks were presented using PsychoPy software (Psychology
software in Python, version 1.85.4). The intensity of the recorded sentences was initially set to
50% of maximum laptop volume for all participants, but participants could then adjust the
volume to a comfortable listening level during a practice session. Once they adjusted the volume
and the test started, they were not able to change the volume because the software did not allow
it. Participants were told about this before they began the test. Specific procedures for each task
are found in the task procedure section below. See Appendix D for the full instructions provided
for the task. After all testing sessions were completed, each participant had an informal
interview. During the interview, they were able to report any issues that had emerged during the
experiment. The interview questions included How was the volume?, Was the female or male
voice easier to hear?, Were you able to focus on the target sentence well?, If not, what do you
think the main reason was?, and Was there any other issue to report? No participant’s data
needed to be excluded based on responses to these questions.
3.2.3.5.Plausibility judgment task procedure
For the auditory sentence comprehension task, as previously mentioned, participants were
asked to judge whether each sentence was semantically plausible or implausible. Instead of
‘plausible’ or ‘implausible,’ the words ‘likely’ and ‘unlikely’ were used in the actual task to help
participants understand the test clearly. ‘Likely’ appeared on the left side of the screen and
‘unlikely’ on the right side. In order to report their decision, participants were asked to press
either the green button marked on the ‘z’ location on the keyboard or the red button marked on
the ‘/’ key. Thus, the green button was located on the same side of the laptop (left side) as the
word ‘likely’ on the screen, whereas the red button was located on the same side of the laptop
(right side) as the word ‘unlikely’ on the screen. These buttons were color-coded using colored
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tape so that listeners did not need to memorize which button to press for which answer. As soon
as they pressed the button, the next stimulus sentence was presented. They were instructed to
respond as quickly and accurately as possible.
3.2.3.6.Scoring procedure for the auditory sentence comprehension task
The scoring of the auditory sentence comprehension task was binary (correct or incorrect)
for the plausibility task. Thus, the accuracy of the plausibility task for each participant was
obtained by calculating the percentage of the correct responses for each condition. For example,
if a participant got 30 items correct out of 40 items, the accuracy of that person was 75% for that
condition. This was recorded directly in the excel spreadsheet where each participant’s responses
were recorded. This spreadsheet was created automatically after each test session.

3.3.

Analysis and results

3.3.1. Descriptive statistics
Analyses were performed using the statistical program, R (R Core Team, 2018).
Response accuracy was first obtained as a percentage. Table 8 summarizes the accuracy, as a
percentage, for the plausibility task in Experiment 1. These data were then log-transformed to
eliminate a ceiling effect. Overall, the high-proficiency group showed a higher accuracy than the
mid-proficiency group across all conditions with the exception of the L1 baseline. The highest
accuracy was shown in the L1 baseline and the lowest accuracy in the L1 masking condition for
both groups.
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Table 8. Descriptive statistics for the plausibility task
HP group
mean
SD
L1 baseline
97.8
2.9
L2 baseline
94.9
3.2
Nonverbal masking
93.1
3.6
L2 masking
87.4
6.4
L1 masking
88.3
7.3

MP group
mean
98.2
92.9
88.5
82.7
77.0

SD
2.0
3.6
4.6
5.8
8.7

3.3.2. Mixed-effects modeling results
3.3.2.1.

Model fit
A linear mixed-effects model was performed using R with the package “lmerTest” that

uses Satterthwaite’s method for the tests (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2013). The
Level-1 model included the group variable as a fixed factor and participants as a random factor
and found a significant effect of group (t = -4.48, p < 0.001). Then, years of education was added
as a covariate. Only the group variable was significant (t = -3.79, p < 0.001), and adding the
years of education did not improve the model fit (χ2(1) = 1.13, p = 0.29). Next, the L1 baseline
scores were also added to the Level-1 model. The group variable was still significant (t = -4.50, p
< 0.001), but the model fit was not improved (χ2(1) = 0.32, p = 0.57). Thus, both the years of
education and L1 baseline scores were excluded from the model. The Level-2 model included
other condition variables as covariates (L2 baseline, nonverbal masking and two verbal masking
conditions) in addition to the Level-1 model. This model showed a significant effect of the
condition factor (t = -14.50 p < 0.001). The Level-2 model also improved the model fit
significantly from the Level-1 model (χ2 (1) = 146.20, p < 0.001). As a result, the interaction of
the group and condition was added which further improved the fit from Level-2 model (χ2 (1) =
30.70, p < 0.001). For the final model, therefore, the L2 baseline condition was set as a reference
level. The interaction of the group and condition variables was added to see the effect of
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different types of masking. Moreover, to see the effect of verbal masking, the reference was
changed to nonverbal masking. This way the model would reveal any extra effect of verbal
masking beyond the effect of nonverbal masking. The variance of the random factor was close to
zero (SD 0.05).
3.3.2.2.

The final model
The final mixed-effects model revealed that, where L2 baseline was set as a reference

level, there was no significant effect of group (p = 0.34), suggesting the groups’ performance did
not significantly differ from L2 baseline in the Experiment-1 plausibility task. This is a
surprising result in that the two groups were considered to have different proficiency levels based
on two self-rating measures. Additionally, nonverbal masking was not found to be a significant
predictor in the model (t = -1.28, p = 0.20). L2 masking approached significance for the L2
listening comprehension (t = -1.83, p = 0.06).
Table 9. Estimates of all fixed factors of the plausibility accuracy
Predicted variables
β
Std. Error

T

p

Intercept
4.57
0.03
158.43
< 0.001 ***
Group
-0.02
0.02
-0.95
= 0.34 n/s
Nonverbal
-0.04
0.03
-1.28
= 0.20 n/s
L2 masking
-0.05
0.03
-1.84
= 0.06 approaching
L1 masking
-0.10
0.03
-3.54
< .001 ***
Group x Nonverbal masking
-0.03
0.02
-1.65
= 0.10 n/s
Group x L2 masking
-0.03
0.02
-1.73
= 0.05 *
Group x L1 masking
-0.12
0.02
-6.90
< 0.001 ***
Note. The estimates represent the change in the estimate in each condition compared to the L2 baseline condition in
a linear mixed model. Significance level: * = .05, ** = .01, *** .001, n/s = not significant

Most importantly, L1 masking showed a significant main effect on L2 listening relative
to L2 baseline (t = -3.54, p < 0.001). Likewise, a significant interaction was found only between
the group and verbal masking variables. The group-by-L1 masking interaction was significant at
the 0.001 level and the group-by-L2 masking interaction approached significance at the .05 level
(p = 0.05). This indicates that the effect of the L2 and L1 interference was not the same for both
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groups. In addition, the decline in performance from the L2 baseline to the nonverbal masking
To test the effect of L2 masking above and beyond the effect of nonverbal masking, another
model with group-by-condition interaction was created with nonverbal masking as a reference
level. Significant main effects of group and L2 masking were found (t = -2.61, p = 0.01; t = 2.26, p = 0.03; respectively). This suggests that there was an interference effect of L2 masking
and that the groups showed a significant mean difference above and beyond the effect of
nonverbal masking. A group-by-condition interaction was not found (Table 10).
Table 10. Estimates of L2 masking effect on the plausibility accuracy
Predicted variables

β

Std. Error

T

p

Intercept
4.57
0.03
158.43
< 0.001 ***
Group
-0.04
0.02
-2.61
= 0.01 **
L2 masking
-0.07
0.03
-2.26
= 0.03 *
Group x L2 masking
0.03
0.02
1.65
= 0.10 n/s
Note. The estimates represent the change in the estimate in each condition compared to the nonverbal masking
condition in a linear mixed model. Significance level: * = .05, ** = .01, *** .001, n/s = not significant

When L1 masking was set as a reference level, a significant group-by-condition
interaction was found (t = -5.16, p < 0.001) as well as significant main effects of group and
condition (t = -2.69, p = 0.01; t = 3.54, p < 0.001; respectively). This suggests that L1 masking
had an extra interference effect above and beyond the effect of L2 masking. It also indicates that
there was a group difference, which may be the effect of the difference in interference control
ability. The summary is presented in Table 11.
Table 11. Estimates of L1 masking effect on the plausibility accuracy
Predicted variables
β
Std. Error
T

p

Intercept
4.57
0.03
158.43
< 0.001 ***
Group
-0.05
0.02
-2.69
= 0.007 **
L1 masking
0.10
0.03
3.54
< 0.001 ***
Group x L1 masking
-0.09
0.02
-5.16
< 0.001 ***
Note. The estimates represent the change in the estimate in each condition compared to the L2 masking condition in
a linear mixed model. Significance level: * = .05, ** = .01, *** .001
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Overall, the mixed-effects results suggest that there was a significant group-by-condition
interaction across all models with a different reference. This indicates that bilingual listeners
with high and mid L2 proficiency perform differently when listening to L2 stimuli, particularly
when auditory interference is in their L1.
3.3.2.3.

T-test results
For the between group comparisons on the L1 baseline conditions in the plausibility task

in Experiment 1, independent t-tests were computed. The results showed that performance on the
L1 baseline conditions did not differ significantly for the two groups (p = 0.50; Table 12).
Table 12. Between-group mean comparisons
Variables
L1 baseline

Between-group Comparisons (HP vs. MP)
Mean difference
Std. Error
T
-0.01
0.01
-0.69

p
= 0.50 n/s

Note. Significance level: n/s = not significant

Figure 3. The accuracy of the plausibility task for the two groups in five conditions

Note: Significance is marked only for the most important comparisons. Significance level: * .05, ** .01, *** .001
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For the within-group comparisons between nonverbal and verbal conditions, and between
the two verbal masking conditions, paired-sample t-tests were performed. For the highproficiency group, a significant mean difference was found between the nonverbal and L2
masking conditions (t = 5.71, p < 0.001). However, there was no mean difference between the L2
and L1 masking conditions (p = 0.46) for this group. The mid-proficiency group also showed a
significantly higher mean for nonverbal masking than L2 masking (t = 9.13, p < 0.001).
Unlike the high-proficiency group, however, the mid-proficiency group performed
significantly better on the L2 masking condition than on the L1 masking condition (t = 5.71, p <
0.001). These results suggest that verbal distractors are more interfering than nonverbal
distractors for both groups. Results also indicated that the effect of verbal interference from the
two languages differed significantly between the two proficiency groups (Figure 3 above).

3.4.

Discussion of Experiment 1
Experiment 1 examined whether L2 listeners’ auditory comprehension in noise is

modulated by their L2 proficiency. It was hypothesized that the effect of L1 and L2 auditory
interference would differ depending on the L2 listeners’ proficiency. The results of the analyses
show that the high-proficiency group performed better on the auditory comprehension task than
the mid-proficiency group across verbal and nonverbal interference conditions. More
importantly, regarding the major question of the study, the effect of L1 and L2 interference was
not the same for the high-proficiency and mid-proficiency groups. L1 had a greater interference
effect than L2 for the mid-proficiency group whereas the effects of L1 and L2 interference was
similar for the high-proficiency group.
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Overall, the data show that both nonverbal and verbal distractors have a strong
interference effect on L2 listening. More specifically, the results show that for both groups verbal
interference had greater impact for L2 listeners than nonverbal interference. This result is
consistent with previous findings that informational masking containing semantic information
had a greater interference effect on processing the target information than interference without
meaning did (Calandruccio et al., 2010; Calandruccio & Zhou, 2014). The previous literature and
present findings suggest that, regardless of listeners’ L2 proficiency level, auditory interference
that contains semantic content has a greater negative impact on processing the target sentences
than interference without semantic content.
Moreover, the effect of verbal interference in the two language conditions differed
between the L2 proficiency groups. Importantly, the high-proficiency group performed similarly
in the two masking conditions whereas the mid-proficiency group performed significantly better
in the L2 masking condition than the L1 masking condition. This is consistent with the
hypothesis that L2 proficiency would modulate the effect of verbal auditory interference. A
similar finding was observed in a previous study by Brouwer et al, (2012). In this study, where
interference by a more familiar language was stronger than interference by an unfamiliar
language in the speech perception of bilinguals. However, these data suggest that it may not be
familiarity but language proficiency that determines the magnitude of verbal auditory
interference. Familiarity in this study was a binary concept of knowing a language or not
whereas language proficiency I propose refers to a degree of knowledge or skills in a language.
This interpretation can also be applied to the finding in Filippi et al. (2012) in which ItalianEnglish bilinguals repeated a target sentence masked by an L1 or L2 masker and performed
better when the masker was in L2.
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The differential effect of L1 and L2 interference is also supported by the significant
interaction terms found in the mixed-effects model analysis. Compared to L2 baseline, both L1
and L2 masking imposed different interference effects on the two groups’ performance.
Furthermore, the results showed that there was an extra interference effect of L2 masking beyond
nonverbal masking and an extra effect of L1 masking beyond L2 masking for both groups. These
results together are strong evidence that there is an interplay between interference control and L2
proficiency.
An interesting finding was that the group by L2 baseline interaction and the group by L2
masking interaction were not significant when nonverbal masking served as the reference.
However, the group-by-condition interaction was significant for L1 masking. This seems to
suggest that a strong interaction between interference control and L2 proficiency occurs when
the effect of auditory interference becomes stronger (i.e., L1 auditory interference). Relevant
findings regarding the interaction between L2 proficiency and other cognitive abilities are
reported in previous studies (e.g., Singh & Mishra, 2013). Thus, the current and previous results
together suggest that the interaction between proficiency and cognitive ability emerges with high
attentional demand (e.g., Singh & Mishra, 2013; Tse and Altarriba, 2012).
Dong and Zie (2014) also showed an interaction between L2 proficiency and interference
control. However, they showed that the interaction was found in an easier task condition, where
there was less interference. More specifically, more proficient L2 speakers were better at
utilizing beneficial conditions of a given task (e.g., congruent condition) than less proficient L2
speakers. This descrepancy leads to the important question whether the higher mean score of the
high-proficiency group in the plausibility task is due to their better interference control or their
L2 proficiency, which affects the target sentence processing in both top-down semantic
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processing. L2 proficiency can also influence bottom-up acoustic-phonetic processes. The higher
in L2 proficiency, the easier for L2 listeners to process the target sentence and ignore the masker
(Avivi-Reich et al., 2014). The different direction of the interaction found in the current study
and in that of Dong and Zie may be derived from the degree of linguistic processing involved in
the control task. The stimuli used for the Stroop task in Dong and Zie are a limited set of color
words whereas the the stimuli of the current study are markedly more diverse lexicon in
sentences. Therefore, more research needs to be done on how interference control interacts with
L2 proficiency in each group.

3.5.

Summary of Experiment 1
Experiment 1 investigated the relationship between interference control and L2

proficiency through a plausibility judgment task. The data show that auditory verbal interference
is more distracting than nonverbal interference for high-proficiency and mid-proficiency L2
groups, consistent with the literature. The findings also suggest that better resistance to auditory
distractor interference is associated with higher language proficiency. Relatively balanced
bilingual listeners receive similar effects from L1 and L2 masking sentences whereas bilingual
listeners with lower L2 proficiency were more distracted by L1 masking.
In addition to previous findings, the current study adds novel information that resistance
to auditory distractor interference is also modulated by L2 proficiency during L2 listening
comprehension. Since the literature has focused on the role of other types of interference control
(e.g., proactive interference) or attentional control in L2 processing, the current findings about
the effects of distractor interference and its interaction with L2 proficiency are important in L2
auditory processing research.
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A limitation of the study is that a plausibility task, such as the one employed here, does
not reveal information about the nature and degree of interference or the degree of processing of
both target and masking stimuli. In other words, it is still uncertain whether the group difference
in verbal masking conditions simply reflects a difference in proficiency or interference control
ability. To ascertain how the masking interfered with targets and how much listeners suppressed
distractors, in Experiment 2 the participants engaged in a follow-up study using the same type of
auditory stimuli used in Experiment 1 but with a different task to examine potentially different
underlying mechanisms in the two groups’ interference control.
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4.
4.1.

Experiment 2 – Word selection task
Literature review
When two separate auditory stimuli are presented concurrently in a bilingual listener’s

two languages, the mental representations of those two stimuli compete with each other for
selective attention (e.g., Neill, 1977). This competition may be the major source of interference
during auditory sentence processing in verbal noise. In general, when a listener fails to focus
only on the target signal, the listener’s auditory attention may shift between the target and the
distractor, or completely move to the distractor signal. In this process, representations that
attention stays on longer are enhanced whereas representations which attention moves away from
are weakened (Ku, 2018). Therefore, it appears that listening in noise requires both excitation of
the target and suppression of the masking (Melara et al., 2002), and these processes may be
controlled distinctly within an attentional control system (e.g., Poch, Carettie, & Campo, 2017).
Normally, when listening in verbal noise, the information of the noise may be the most
direct source of interference during L2 listening. This typically causes activation of at least two
representations. When two representations are activated in two different languages of a bilingual
speaker, bilinguals need to control their two languages by inhibiting the competitor language
(e.g., Green, 1998). In this competition, stronger mental representations in the dominant
language are harder to suppress than the weaker ones. In other words, listeners’ mental
representations in the non-dominant language are weaker and more vulnerable to interference
than those of the dominant language (e.g., Abutalebi, 2008). Therefore, it is assumed that greater
interference control ability is needed to suppress L1 verbal interference during L2 target signal
processing than for L2 verbal interference. Therefore, during L2 listening in the presence of
verbal interference, L2 proficiency will play an important role.
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Another, presumably minor, source of interference is the competition between the mental
representations that are presented in the stimuli and those that are not presented but activated
because they have semantic and/or phonological association with those in the target and
distractor stimuli. According to the spreading activation theory of semantic memory, related
semantic concepts are co-activated within a highly complex semantic network (Collins & Loftus,
1975). For example, activation of the words ‘car’ or ‘transportation’ can co-activate the concepts
of ‘truck’ or ‘train’ given that these are items within the same or a hierarchically related
category. Likewise, activation of the word ‘bat’ can co-activate the representation of ‘pat’ due to
their phonological association. Thus, a representation of auditory word information delivered
may not only activate the exact concept the listener heard but also other semantically and/or
phonologically related representations with what they actually heard. The activation of these
non-target representations can impair the processing of the target representations (Dell, 1986;
Leech et al., 2007). Such competition is not limited to bilingual listeners, and this type of
interference should ideally have a weaker interference effect than the interference directly from
the physically present noise. However, it is noteworthy that bilingual listeners have this potential
interference in addition to the interference coming from the competition between the two
languages.
In both cases of competition, the key component of interference is the conflict between
two or more representations activated at the same time, which requires suppression of the nontarget language to process the target one, i.e., the ability to resist distractor interference
(Friedman & Miyake, 2004). However, the mechanisms of handling the interference may differ
according to L2 proficiency. For example, the high-proficiency group’s stronger performance
may reflect their superior ability to suppress the masking sentences than the mid-proficiency
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group, as those sentences are as salient as the target sentences due to the listeners’ highproficiency in L1 and L2. According to the bilingual language control model, as mentioned
earlier, Abutalebi (2008) found that stronger representations typically require greater interference
control than weaker ones. If so, their better performance on the verbal interference conditions in
the plausibility task may reflect more successful suppression of verbal interference compared to
the mid-proficiency group.
Conversely, dividing attention into two tasks may not impair selective attention on the
target stimulus (Middlebrooks, Kerr, & Castel, 2017). Then, the high-proficiency group may be
able to focus better on the target regardless of how strong the interference is due to their efficient
divided attention control. This may also be affected by bottom-up processes. For highly
proficient L2 listeners, perceptual load of L2 target sentences in noise is likely to lower than for
less proficiency L2 listeners as their bottom-up acoustic processing is more efficient the less
proficiency listeners (e.g., Goh, 2000; Hahne, 2001; Vandergrift, 2011). For the high-proficiency
listeners in this study, therefore, both the target and masking stimuli may be perceived
automatically and rendered more cognitive resources on divided attention. The mid-proficiency
group, on the other hand, is less efficient in processing of L2. This may require them to consume
most of their attention on one stimulus over the other during bottom-up processes (e.g., AviviReich et al., 2014). This may result in their limited divided attentional control.
It should also be considered that interference can occur at any point in bottom-up or topdown processing, according to Anderson’s (1995) model. L2 listeners with high proficiency
would more efficiently resist verbal interference and stay focused on the target signal than less
proficient L2 listeners. This is because high-proficient L2 listeners can easily segregate the target
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and masking, and the processing of the acoustic-phonetic information in the target is easier than
it is for mid-proficient L2 listeners (e.g., Mayo et al., 1997).
To understand specific control mechanisms it is crucial to investigate how much L2
listeners identify the lexical content of the target sentence and whether the masking sentence
indeed interferes with the comprehension of target L2 sentences. If it does, it will also be
important to ask how much and in what ways the masking sentences interfere with L2 targetsentence processing in L2 listeners with different proficiency levels.

4.2.

Research questions (RQs) and hypotheses
Experiment 2 was developed to investigate specific interference control mechanisms

during L2 listening in verbal noise. The important question that needs to be examined is how
much and in what ways the lexical content of the masking sentences interferes with L2
•

RQ 3. Do both groups identify content words from the L2 target sentences similarly when
the noise is in L1 and L2?
RQ 4. Do both groups identify the content words of the masking sentence similarly when
the noise is in L1 and L2?
Recall that in Experiment 1 the effect of verbal interference in L1 was stronger for the

mid-proficiency group than that of L2 masking whereas the effect of the two types of masking
was similar for the high-proficiency group. Thus, in the current study, it was hypothesized that
the mid-proficiency group would identify fewer target words and more non-target
representations in the L1 than in the L2 masking condition. The predictions in Table 13 indicate
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the proportion of selected words from the target and masking sentences. They do not indicate
accuracy.
Table 13. Hypotheses for the Experiment 2 word-selection task
prediction hypotheses
Target representations

Non-target representations
Presented

Within group

For High group, L2 masking = L1 masking
For Mid group, L2 masking > L1 masking

Between group

For High vs. Mid, High > Mid

Within group

For High group, L2 masking = L1 masking
For Mid group, L2 masking < L1 masking

Between group

For High vs. Mid, High < Mid

By contrast, it was hypothesized that the high-proficiency group would identify a similar
number of target and non-target representations in the two language conditions. It was further
hypothesized that if any phonologically and semantically associated representations interfere
with processing of the target sentence, this interference effect would be greater for
representations presented in L1 than those in L2. Table 13 above, summarizes the hypotheses
regarding the word-selection task.

4.3.

Methodology

4.3.1. Participants
The same high- and mid-L2 proficiency groups who took part in Experiment 1 also
participated in Experiment 2.

4.3.2. Materials
4.3.2.1.

Task
A word-selection task was developed to further investigate whether the content of the

masking sentences indeed interferes with target sentence processing and whether there are
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differences in interference control mechanisms between the two proficiency groups. Unlike the
plausibility judgment task that included all experimental conditions, the word-selection task had
only the verbal interference conditions (i.e., L1 and L2 masking conditions).
In this task, as in the plausibility task in Experiment 1, the target sentences were masked
either by L1 or L2 masking sentences. However, after each stimulus presentation, the
participants were asked to select all the words that they heard from a list of eight words
presented on the screen, instead of making a plausibility judgment.
4.3.2.1.1. Stimuli for the word lists in the word-selection task
The same type of sentence stimuli described in Experiment 1 were used for the wordselection task. There were 40 target sentences in each condition. Thus, another set of 40 Korean
and 40 English sentences were created and used as masking sentences.
For each stimulus sentence, a list of eight words was created. To generate this word list,
two content words were selected from each of the stimulus sentences—half from the first clause
and half from the second clause of the sentences. Thus, the resulting list shown to participants
after listening to each stimulus sentence included two content words from the target sentence and
two content words from the non-target sentence. In addition, another four words that were not
presented in the target or in the masking sentence were also included as options in the word list.
These four words included two words that have phonological associations with the two words
from the target and non-target sentences and another two words that have semantic associations
with the two words from the target and non-target sentences. The words used for the list were
also within the same word frequency range as the words used in the sentence stimuli. The
syllable length ranged between 7 and 17 for all English sentences and 21 and 36 for all Korean
sentences. Note that each letter counts as a syllable in Korean.
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In Table 14, the underlined words in example (e) are the target words and those in
example (f) are the two key distractor words presented in the masking sentence. The four
distractor words are words, such as ‘like’ that is semantically associated with ‘love,’ or ‘would’
that is phonologically related to with ‘food’. ‘Free’ and ‘low’ are the distractor words that have a
phonological or semantic association respectively with ‘tree’ and ‘down’ in the masking
sentence. Therefore, only two out of eight words were the target words and the remaining six
words were distractors that were not from the target sentence. How the distractor words were
selected is described in the following section.
Table 14. Examples of the stimulus words in the word-selection task
Sentences

Sentence type

e. We admire and love the cook because the food was terrible.

Target

f. Because the tree was strong, it did not fall down in the storm.

Masking

4.3.3. Procedures
4.3.3.1.

Experimental procedure
In the word-selection task, participants listened to the same type of plausible and

implausible sentences as in the plausibility judgment task in Experiment 1. The stimuli were
presented at the same intensity using the same equipment as in Experiment 1. Unlike the
plausibility judgment task, after hearing each stimulus sentence, participants were given the list
of eight words described above and asked to report any of the words that they had heard no
matter whether the words were in the target or masking sentence. (See Appendix D for the
instructions given to the participants.) Participants responded by using a wireless mouse
(LSGAE, Compact soundless optical mice) to click the words visually presented on the screen.
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After they selected all the words that they had heard, they clicked the ‘next’ button on the bottom
of the screen to listen to the next stimulus.
4.3.3.2.

Scoring procedure
Scoring the word-selection task was calculated in Matlab. The scoring steps are described

below.
a. A correction matrix was created using the number codes 1 and 0. The correct words
(words from the target sentence) were coded as 1 and the incorrect words (words not
from the target sentence) as 0. Thus, there were two 1s and six 0s in the answer matrix for
each stimulus (e.g., 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0).
b. Participants’ responses were also coded as 1 or 0. The words that the participants clicked
were coded as 1 and non-clicked words as 0 to distinguish which words were chosen and
which were not.
c. These two coded sheets above were compared against each other. When the codes for
each word matched in the two sheets, it was finally coded as 1. If the coding did not
match each other, the word was coded as 0. This final sheet was used to calculate the
percentage of target and non-target words selected.
d. Although the eight words were presented randomly to participants, those words were
listed in a specific order in the correction matrix so that the software could read each
coding meaningfully. In the response matrix, for example, Word One and Word Two
were the target words from the target sentence, Words Three and Four were the nontarget words from the non-target sentence, Words Five and Seven were the non-target
words that had semantic associations with a word from the target and masking sentences,
respectively, and Words Six and Eight were the non-target words that had phonological
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associations with a word from the target and masking sentences, respectively. Thus,
responses were analyzed according to both accuracy and response type (e.g.,
semantically-associated, phonologically-associated, from the target sentence or from the
non-target sentence).
e. All 1s obtained from each participant for each stimulus item were counted across all
participants who selected each target and non-target word in each group and in each
condition. These percentages were compared within groups (L1 vs. L2 masking
conditions) and between groups (High- vs. Mid-proficiency groups).
The ratios of selecting the target words and non-target words were calculated separately
for both conditions and both groups after obtaining individual percentages.

4.3.4. Data analysis
There were four possible responses for selecting words in the word-selection task: hit for
selecting correctly, miss for not selecting a presented target word, false alarm for selecting
incorrectly, and correct rejection for rejecting non-target words. To capture how target and nontarget words were selected, the numbers for hit (true positive rate), miss, false alarm, and correct
rejection (true negative) were calculated for both groups across conditions (See Table 15).
Table 15. Explanations for different types of responses used in the word-selection task
Hit (true positive)
Miss (false negative)
False alarm (false positive)
Correct rejection (true negative)

The number of target words selected
The number of target words not selected
The number of non-target words selected
The number of non-target words not selected

The calculations of hit, miss, false alarm and correct rejection were used to obtain the
sensitivity (also called d-prime) and specificity, the statistics used in signal detection theory.
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Sensitivity refers to the true positive rate (e.g., the proportion of positive results that correctly
identify sick people as being sick). Specificity refers to the ability to correctly reject a wrong
decision (e.g., the proportion of healthy people who are correctly diagnosed as not having
cancer). Sensitivity values in this study tell us the participants’ ability to correctly select the
words from the target sentences. The specificity index indicates their ability to correctly reject
the words that were not presented in the target sentences. The mathematical formulae for
sensitivity and specificity values are expressed as follows:
Sensitivity =

Specificity =

Number of true positives
Number of true positives + Number of false negatives
Number of true negatives
Number of true negatives + Number of false positives

Sensitivity and specificity performance indices were calculated as a measure of
participants’ ability to focus on targets and suppress interference. The false alarm rate was
obtained by subtracting the specificity index from 1. The sum of the miss and the false alarm
rates shows the proportion of total errors for each condition (L1 and L2 masking conditions). A
mixed-effects model was performed to see the main effect of group and condition. The model for
sensitivity included the group and condition as covariates. The model including an interaction
term did not improve the model fit, χ2(1) = 2.62, p = 0.11. Thus, the final model did not include
the interaction. Likewise, the model for the specificity data did not include the interaction as it
did not improve the model fit to the model without it, χ2(1) = 0.31, p = 0.58. The post-hoc t-tests
were also analyzed using the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.
In addition to the rates of selecting the target and non-target words, the types of different
non-target words were analyzed. Recall that there were six non-target words in five different
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categories. These included two words presented in the masking sentence, one word having a
phonological association with a word in each the target and masking sentences, and one word
having a semantic association with a word in each the target masking sentences. Thus, two words
out of six were from the same category and the other four from different categories. Then, each
non-target-word type was represented at a rate of 20%. These values were put into the analysis
using t-tests to compare the proportions of these various types of words between the two
masking conditions.

4.4.

Results
The descriptive statistics for the sensitivity and specificity are presented in Table 16 as a

function of group and masking condition. The range of the indices is from zero to one.
Table 16. Descriptive information of the sensitivity and specificity
Sensitivity (true positive rate)
HP group
L2 masking
0.93
0.08

Mean
SD

L1 masking
0.89
0.09

MP group
L2 masking
L1 masking
0.85
0.78
0.09
0.10

Specificity (true negative rate)
HP group
L2 masking
0.96
0.02

Mean
SD

L1 masking
0.86
0.09

MP group
L2 masking
L1 masking
0.92
0.84
0.05
0.07

4.4.1. Sensitivity
The mixed-effects model shows that group and condition were strong predictors of
sensitivity (t = -5.62, p < 0.001; t = 3.63, p < 0.001; respectively). This means that the
performance for selecting the target words significantly differ not only between the two masking
conditions but also between the groups. See Table 18 below for a summary of the sensitivity
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data. The interaction between the group and condition was not a significant predictor in the
model (p = 0.14). This means that the slope of the sensitivity from L2 masking to L1 masking
was not statistically different between the high-proficiency and mid-proficiency groups. That is,
the significant group-by-condition interaction found in the plausibility task in Experiment 1 was
not found in the word-selection task of Experiment 2.
Table 17. Estimates of fixed effects of sensitivity index
Predicted variables
Intercept
Group
Condition

β

Std Error

t

p

0.03
0.98
35.85
< 0.001 ***
0.02
-0.09
-5.62
< 0.001 ***
0.02
0.05
3.63
< 0.001 ***
Note. The dependent variable was the true positive rate. The L1 masking condition and the high-proficiency group
were set as the reference. Significance level: * = .05, ** = .01, *** .001

T-tests were used to compare group means within conditions and to compare condition
means within groups. The results showed that the sensitivity between L1 and L2 masking
conditions were not significantly different (p = 0.16) for the high-proficiency group. This
indicates that the proportion of selected target words was not different for the high-proficiency
group regardless of the masking language, which is consistent with the findings in Experiment 1.
A sensitivity difference between the two masking conditions was found for the mid-proficiency
group, however. The mid-proficiency group selected significantly fewer target words in the L1
masking condition than in the L2 condition (t = 3.71, p < .001). In the between-group
comparisons, results showed that the high-proficiency group’s sensitivity was significantly
higher than the mid-proficiency group in both masking conditions (t = 3.39, p < 0.01; t = 5.12, p
< 0.001; respectively). This means that the high-proficiency group selected more target words
than the mid-proficiency group (See Table 18).
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Table 18. Pairwise post hoc comparisons of sensitivity index
Comparisons

Mean difference

SD

t

P

HP

L2M vs. L1M

0.03

0.12

1.43

= 0.16 n/s

MP

L2M vs. L1M

0.07

0.12

3.71

< 0.001 ***

L2M

HP vs. MP

0.07

0.09

3.39

= 0.001 ***

L1M

HP vs. MP

0.12

0.09

5.12

< 0.001 ***

Note. The dependent variable was the true positive rate. Significance level: * = .05, ** = .01, *** .001, n/s = not
significant. HP: high-proficiency, MP: mid-proficiency, L2M: L2 masking, L1M: L1 masking

4.4.2. Specificity
Specificity calculations are displayed in Table 19. Note that the lower the specificity, the
higher the rate of selecting non-target word. The mixed-effects model shows that only condition
was a significant predictor of the specificity index (t = 6.44, p < 0.001). However, the model
suggests that the effect of group approached significance (p = 0.06) and the interaction between
group and condition did not predict specificity (p = .221; p = 0.78, respectively).
Table 19. Estimates of fixed effects of specificity index
Predicted variables
Intercept
Group
Condition

β

Std Error

t

P

1.08
-0.02
-0.10

0.02
0.01
0.01

46.55
-1.86
-9.85

< 0.001 ***
= 0.068 approaching
< 0.001 ***

Note. The dependent variable was the true positive rate. The L1 masking condition and the high-proficiency group
were set as the reference. Significance level: * = .05, ** = .01, *** .001, n/s = not significant
HP: high-proficiency, MP: mid-proficiency, L2M: L2 masking, L1M: L1 masking

T-test comparisons were also performed for the between- and within-group variables. The
analyses showed that the specificity was significantly lower in the L1 masking condition than in
L2 masking in both groups. This means that both high-proficiency and mid-proficiency groups
selected more non-target words in the L1 masking condition than in the L2 masking condition (t
= 6.96, p < 0.001; t = 6.90, p < 0.001; respectively).
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Table 20. Pairwise post hoc comparisons of specificity index
Comparisons

Mean difference

SD

t

P

HP

L2M vs. L1M

0.11

0.09

6.96

< 0.001 ***

MP

L2M vs. L1M

0.10

0.08

6.90

< 0.001 ***

L2M

HP vs. MP

0.04

0.04

2.86

= 0.001 **

L1M

HP vs. MP

0.02

0.08

0.78

= 0.44 n/s

Note. The dependent variable was the true positive rate. Significance level: * = .05, ** = .01, *** .001, n/s = not
significant. HP: high-proficiency, MP: mid-proficiency, L2M: L2 masking, L1M: L1 masking

Figure 4. The ROC curve for the word selection task results

For the between-group comparisons, the specificity of the L2 masking condition was higher for
the mid-proficiency group than the high-proficiency group (t = 2.86, p < 0.01). This means that
the mid-proficiency group identified more non-target words than the high-proficiency group in
the L2 masking condition. For the L1 masking condition, however, the specificity did not differ
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between groups (p = 0.437). The sensitivity and specificity indices were also used to draw a
receiver operating characteristic curve, or a ROC curve, a graphic plot typically used for the
sensitivity and specificity (e.g., Fawcett, 2006). See Figure 4, illustrating the sensitivity and
specificity results. Note that the y-axis shows the sensitivity value (i.e., hit rate), and the x-axis
indicates 1-specificity (i.e., false alarm) value. The false alarm was used for the x-axis as it is the
typical way of demonstrating ROC curve.

4.4.3. Selection of presented and unpresented non-target words
The between-group comparisons for the presented non-target words were reported in the
previous specificity analysis, this section focuses only on the comparisons between the presented
and unpresented non-target words. The dependent variable was the proportion of each selected
non-target words, and the independent variable was the five different types of non-target words.
In the cross-condition comparisons, pairwise post hoc t-tests revealed that the only significant
difference found was between presented and unpresented non-target words in the L2 masking
condition. In the L1 masking condition, on the other hand, both groups selected the non-target
words similarly across conditions (p = 0.82).
For the L1 masking condition, a mixed ANOVA revealed that the main effect of condition
and all types of non-target words was statistically significant (F1,612 = 58.89, p < 0.001; F4,612 =
41.11, p < 0.001; respectively). The interactions between group and condition and between group
and type were also statistically significant (F1,612 = 9.70, p < 0.01; F4,612 = 3.89, p < 0.01;
respectively). The effect of group approached significance (F1,73.4 = 2.93, p = 0.09). However,
the post-hoc t-tests revealed that a significant group difference was only found in the presented
non-target words (t = 2.21, p = 0.03). Figure 5 summarizes these results.
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Figure 5. Proportion of different types of non-target words selected in L2 masking condition

Note: The bars demonstrate the percentage of selected non-target words only out of all non-target words. Thus, they
do not add up 100%.

For the L1 masking condition, no significant difference was found between groups across
all conditions. A significant difference was found regarding non-target words with phonological
and semantic associations with the target and non-target words. The proportion of selected nontarget words that have semantic and phonological associations with target words was largest
among all the words in the list. Recall that there were eight words including two from the target
sentence, two from the masking sentence, and four words that have semantic or phonological
association. Such associated words did not differ between the L1 and L2 masking conditions.
However, words with a phonological association with the non-target words were selected
significantly more often in L1 than similar words in L2 for both the high-proficiency (t = -2.05, p
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< 0.01) and the mid-proficiency groups (t = -2.15, p < 0.05). These findings are illustrated in
Figure 6.
Figure 6. Proportion of different types of non-target words selected in L1 masking condition

Note: The bars demonstrate the percentage of selected non-target words only out of all non-target words. Thus, they
do not add up 100%.

Likewise, words with a semantic association with the non-target words were selected more
from the L1 masking sentences than from the L2 masking sentences by both the high- and midproficiency groups (t = -4.89, p < 0.001; t = -3.90, p < 0.001; respectively). These results suggest
that not only the content words from the L1 masking sentences but also the L1 distractor words
that had not been presented were more identifiable than those in L2 by both groups. Figure 5
illustrates the results of the selected non-target words.
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4.5.

Discussion
Experiment 2 used the word selection task to investigate how much and in what ways

auditory interference affected L2 auditory sentence processing. Participants completed a word
selection task where they heard a series of sentences and selected all the words that they heard
for each sentence from a word list containing both target and non-target words. Several
interesting outcomes surfaced regarding the selection and rejection of the targets and the nontarget words in the word-selection task.
One of the most important findings was that performance for correctly selected targets,
indicated by sensitivity, for the high-proficiency group was not significantly different between
the L1 and L2 masking conditions. This is in line with the finding that the high-proficiency
group performed similarly on the two masking conditions in the plausibility task in Experiment
1. On the other hand, the mid-proficiency group selected more target words in the L2 masking
condition than in the L1 masking one in Experiment 2, which is also consistent with their
performance in Experiment 1. In both masking conditions, the mid-proficiency group selected
fewer target words than the high-proficiency group. These findings together suggest that the two
groups’ top-down semantic processing found in Experiment 1 mirrors their perception during
bottom-up processing found in Experiment 2. This supports the notion that the bottom-up and
top-down processes are interactive (e.g., Anderson, 1995).
The L2 listeners’ performance on non-targets points to differential interference control
mechanisms in the two groups. The specificity indices indicated that the high-proficiency group
identified more non-target words in the L1 masking condition than in the L2 condition.
Moreover, they identified as many non-target words as the mid-proficiency group in the L1
masking condition. This finding is important to consider with regards to the sensitivity of the
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high-proficiency group, which was significantly higher than the mid-proficiency group. In other
words, L1 interference was similarly perceived by the two proficiency groups. Nonetheless, the
high-proficiency group recognized the content words from the target sentences more than the
mid-proficiency group. This suggests that the ability of the high-proficiency listeners utilize to
concentrate on the targets was not affected by their ability to suppress the masking. Rather, the
high-proficiency group showed a better divided attention control as if two different stimuli are
monitored in a dual task (e.g., Kormos, 2000; Nicolay, Poncelet, 2015). This finding is also
consistent with previous findings that the higher the L2 proficiency is, the better cognitive
control participants have (e.g., Dong & Xie, 2014; Singh & Mishra, 2013).
For the mid-proficiency group, both sensitivity and specificity were significantly higher
in the L2 masking condition than in the L1 masking condition. This outcome is again consistent
with the results of the plausibility task in Experiment 1. In Experiment 1, the mid-proficiency
group showed poorer performance in the L1 masking condition than in the L2 masking
condition. Contrary to the high-proficiency group, the performance of the mid-proficiency group
may reflect their inefficient divided attention under conditions with a strong interference effect
like that from L1 interference. For mid-proficiency group, auditory verbal interference in L1 may
be automatically processed at perception relative to an L2 target stimulus.

4.6.

Summary
The outcomes from Experiment 2 provide evidence that high- and mid-proficiency L2

listeners differ in their ability to process the target and masking information at the bottom-up
level and to divide their attention to efficiently allocate their focus of attention onto the target
during L2 listening in the presence of verbal auditory interference. The high proficiency group
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was identifying both the targets and the non-targets more than the mid-proficiency group. For the
target words, the high-proficiency group selected more target words than the mid-proficiency
group in both masking conditions. The high-proficiency group identified a similar number of
target words in the two masking conditions whereas the mid-proficiency group selected more
target words in the L2 masking than in L1 masking condition. For the non-target words, both
groups identified more non-target words in the L1 masking than in L2 masking condition. It is
noteworthy that the high-proficiency group identified a similar number of non-target words as
the mid-proficiency group in the L1 masking condition. The results from the selected non-target
word analysis are also helpful for understanding what type of verbal distractors interfere more
with the target stimuli for L2 listeners. The results showed that the words from the masking
sentences were selected significantly more often than other distractor types that were never
presented. This suggests that the major source of interference in verbal noise is the distractor
stimuli themselves, rather than other words with phonological and semantic associations.
The findings of Experiment 2, overall, suggest that the two groups differ in perceiving the
target and non-target information from the two auditory stimuli, and the ability to stay focused
on the L2 target in verbal noise may depend on how efficiently listeners can divide their attention
towards two streams of the incoming stimuli. This supports the hypothesis that L2 proficiency
interacts with attention control ability. The next question to be addressed is whether interference
control ability is specific to auditory sentence processing (i.e., domain-specific) or is general
across different domains (i.e., domain-general). This is addressed in Experiment 3, which
follows.
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5. Experiment 3 – Non-verbal interference control task
5.1.

Shared vs. separate control system(s) for verbal and nonverbal tasks
The literature suggests that better non-linguistic cognitive control is closely associated

with better linguistic performance, not only in clinical populations (Ebert & Kohnert, 2011;
Hardin & Ramsberger, 2011; Murray, Keeton, & Karcher, 2005; Ryan & Laurie, 1990; Sinotte &
Coelho, 2007), but also in typical L2 acquisition (Ellis, 2006; Tomlin & Villa, 1994) and typical
bilingual processing (Rodriguez-Fornells, Balaguer, & Munte, 2006). Second language
acquisition involves proactive interference from the transfer process between L1 and L2 (Ellis,
2006). For example, knowing grammatical or morphological rules in L1 can interfere with
learning new rules of L2. Thus, as the literature suggests, an effective control of the competition
between the languages may be related to the learners’ general interference control ability.
However, the literaure on attentional control using linguistic and nonlinguistic tasks shows
mixed findings.
Evidence from an fMRI study suggests that a general interference control system is
involved in linguistic and non-linguistic tasks. Ye and Zhou (2009) investigated the extent to
which a general top-down control process was involved in a language task (plausibility
judgment) and two non-linguistic cognitive tasks (Flanker and Stroop). The authors proposed
that linguistic conflicts (e.g., semantically implausibile sentences) can be resolved by the general
control mechanisms across domains. Their findings showed that medial, ventral, and left
prefrontal cortex and left lateral parietal cortex, which are relevant to general conflict resolution
and interference control, were recruited across all three linguistic and non-linguistic tasks. The
results support the assumption that a general interference control process is required in various
cognitive activities with both linguistic and non-linguistic stimuli. Other neuroimaging studies
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also found that left inferior gyrus is recruited for selection among competing semantic
representations (Thompson-Schill, D’Esposito, Aguirre, & Farah, 1997) and nonverbal working
cognitive tasks (Gray, Christopher, Chabris, & Braver, 2003), suggesting a domain-general
control neural network.
Alternatively, some neuroimaging studies with clinical populations suggest that there are
multiple attentional systems for different modalities. Posner and Presti (1987) investigated the
ability to direct visual and auditory attention in patients with left hemisphere deficits using a
selective attention task. In their study, participants were shown either an arrow or a written word
for ‘right’ and ‘left’ directions and were asked to respond to the stimuli by pressing the arrow
buttons or the keyboard keys that indicate the directions. The authors assumed that the patients’
brain deficits in the left hemisphere would influence their attentional control for linguistic stimuli
more strongly than symbolic stimuli. They found that the patients were much faster responding
to the arrows than the words. These results suggest that attentional systems for different sensory
modalities exist. One may argue that this study included only individuals with brain deficits.
However, other studies with non-brain-damaged participants also support separate attentional
systems for different modalities such that increased activation in auditory cortex occurred with
absence of activation in other posterior attention sites during an auditory selective attention task
(e.g., Woldorff et al., 1993). This may suggest that different brain sites are involved in different
types of attentional control.
Domain-specific control has also been found for verbal and nonverbal task performance
where nonverbal processing is seen to be independent of the verbal memory task. Lin and Yeh
(2014), for example, employed a working memory task where participants were required to
memorize auditorily delivered digits (i.e., the verbal stimuli) or unverbalizable objects (i.e., the
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nonverbal stimuli) while performing a letter flanker task (i.e., a verbal task). In three experiments
with the memory-attention dual tasks , the study found a decrease in response time when the
memory and attention tasks required processing in the same domain. This finding indicates that
the control needed to process target stimuli during a selective attention task demands domainspecific resources. Other studies have also found similar results that memory load can affect the
attention task only for the stimuli from the same domain (Oh & Kim, 2004; Woodman & Luck,
2004; Woodman, Vogel, & Luck, 2001).
Based on these findings, it can be assumed that the attentional control required for
processing a distractor item can also influence the processing of the target sentence, and this
effect can be domain-general or domain-specific. However, it should be noted that the
contradicting results may involve an issue of cross-domain designs that the previous studies had.
For example, the verbal stimuli used in the memory and attention tasks in Lin and Yeh (2014)
were presented in different modalities; the verbal stimuli in the memory task were delivered
auditorily while the verbal ones in the flanker task were visual. Thus, the decrease in response
time they found actually suggests a domain-general mechanism for verbal stimuli presented
auditorily and visually. Moreover, the common brain networks between verbal and nonverbal
tasks found in Ye and Zhou (2009) could be found because both tasks were in the same visual
domain. There is one study that investigated auditory selective attention for speech sounds (/ba/
and /da/) and pitch (rising and falling tone stimuli) and found a separate brain activation patterns
for the two types of auditory stimuli.
To understand domain-generality for verbal (sentence) and nonverbal stimuli within the
auditory domain, a study employing a task using verbal and nonverbal stimuli presented in the
auditory modality needs to be conducted. Since stimuli in Expxeriments 1 and 2 included
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auditory verbal stimuli, Experiment 3 therefore employed nonverbal auditory stimuli and
designed to examine whether the reisistance to distractor interference involved in verbal tasks in
Experiments 1 and 2 is domain-general or domain-specific as compared to Experiment 3.

5.2.

Research questions (RQs) and hypothesis
Experiment 3 on the relationship between verbal and nonverbal cognitive control aims to

explore whether proficiency effect found in the auditory verbal interference control tasks in
Experiments 1 and 2 is also found in an auditory nonverbal interference task. The research
questions are as follows:
RQ 5. Do participants who differ in L2 proficiency show similar interference control ability on
the nonverbal interference task?
RQ 6. If there is any difference, is the group difference in interference control larger in the verbal
than in the nonverbal task?
Given that the verbal and nonverbal stimuli are both delivered in the same modality, i.e.,
the auditory system, it was hypothesized that a domain-general interference control system is
required for verbal and nonverbal auditory interference tasks. Thus, the group performance
difference found in Experiment 2 would also be found in this experiment. More specifically, the
high-proficiency group would perform better on the nonverbal interference task relative to the
mid-proficiency group. Additionally, it was hypothesized that if this group difference is found,
the difference would be larger in the verbal than in the nonverbal task as a result of the effect of
L2 proficiency.
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5.3.

Methodology

5.3.1. Participants
The same Korean-English bilingual groups as in Experiments 1 and 2 took part in
Experiment 3 as well.

5.3.2. Nonverbal auditory interference control task
A nonverbal auditory interference control task (the nonverbal task, hereafter) was created
and used to measure participants’ interference control ability with nonverbal stimuli. This task
addressed whether bilingual listeners’ ability to resist distractor interference is domain-specific
or domain-general. In this task, participants listened to a variety of animal sounds and were
asked to count the number of instances of only two target items (frog and duck sounds) among
the other animal sounds.
5.3.2.1.

Stimuli and procedure of task development
Animal sounds were downloaded from Oxbridge Baby’s YouTube channel (Animal

sounds for children, 2015) and were edited to create the task. A total of 17 animal sounds were
selected as stimuli and extracted from the initial audio file. The duration of each animal sound
varied due to the nature of each specific sound. For example, the roaring sound of the lion (1900
ms) was much longer than the sound of the duck (400 ms). Thus, the long lion roar was masked
by several different short and long animal sounds. The two target animal sounds (frog and duck
sounds) were presented intermittently during the test. Table 21 summarizes the length of each
animal stimulus.
The individual files were then copied and attached together serially. This became one
audio file (A file) where all 17 animal sounds played without masking. Subsequently, another
audio file (B file) without masking was also created using the same 17 animal sounds but in a
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different sound order. The order of animal sounds in the B file was carefully pseudo-randomized
in order not to have any overlap with the A file. Those two audio files were then combined
together so that two files were played at the same to create the masking (AB file). Therefore,
there were always two different animal sounds played together throughout the entire task. The
length of the AB file was 30 seconds. There were six frog sounds and eight duck sounds total in
this version.
Table 21. The length of animal stimuli used
Animal
frog (target)
cat
bird
hen
horse
rooster
tiger
elephant
monkey

Sound length (ms)
402
742
925
1103
1364
1942
1241
2223
3499

Animal
duck (target)
dog
lion
pig
bear
donkey
cow
wolf

Sound length (ms)
417
774
937
1161
1554
1949
2049
2268

Another longer version of the nonverbal interference control task was created to increase
interference load. To create this longer version, the AB file was duplicated and attached together
serially (ABAB file), yielding a longer version (60 sec) with the same 17 animal sounds. This
created 12 frog sounds and 16 duck sounds. To reduce the difficulty of the task, the number of
targets was then reduced by pseudo-randomly eliminating four frog sounds and six duck sounds.
Therefore, there were eight frog sounds and ten duck sounds total in the long version. All of this
editing procedure was done using the Adobe Audition (CS6).
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5.3.2.2.

Experimental procedures
Participants listened to the stimuli binaurally using the same headphones used in

Experiments 1 and 2. The intensity of the stimuli and the equipment were also the same as
Experiments 1 and 2. Participants were required to count silently how many frog and duck
sounds they heard (see the previous section for further information). Prior to testing, participants
were given examples of each target animal sound to ensure that they recognized the target
sounds. During the stimulus presentation, participants were allowed to use their fingers to count
the sounds so that the task was not too demanding on working memory. They were not able to
write down their counts during the test, however. All participants listened to both the long and
short versions only once.
5.3.2.3.

Scoring procedures and data analysis plans
For each version (long and short), the average percent accuracy was obtained by

calculating the percentage accuracy for each target animal sound separately, for each participant.
In cases where a participant’s response exceeded the correct number of sounds for any given
animal, the percentage of each exceeding point was deducted from 100%. For example, for the
duck sounds in the long version, each point over ten reduces a score of 100% by 10% since the
correct number of the duck sound is 10. If a participant’s response is 14 (exceeding by 4 points),
40% was deducted from 100%. Thus, the accuracy became 60%.
Once the accuracy was calculated, the data were analyzed using mixed-effects modeling
to see the fixed effects of the groups, version (short vs. long) and the random effects of the
participant. The version was added to see whether the groups perform differently according to
the length of the stimulus block. A post hoc test using the Bonferroni correction for multiple
comparisons was also conducted.
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5.4.

Results
The mean and SD values were calculated. T-test results show that the median was not

significantly different between the groups (p = .74). The summary of the descriptive data is
presented in Table 22.
Table 22. Descriptive statistics of accuracy on the nonverbal interference control task
Version

Group

Mean

SD

HP
MP
HP
MP
HP
MP

86.43
83.55
81.43
79.97
83.93
81.76

17.68
18.78
17.83
18.95
17.76
18.87

Short
Long
Overall

Mixed-effects modeling was performed to see the effects of L2 proficiency and task length.
Level 1 was built by including group as an independent variable. The results showed that the
effect of group was not significant. The Level 2 model included group and length as covariates.
This model showed a significant effect of the version and improved the model fit, χ2 (1) =
2.50, p < 0.05. Thus, the interaction between group and version was included, but did not
increase the model fit, χ2 (1) = 0.37, p = 0.54. Therefore, the final model excluded the interaction
(See Table 24).
Table 23. The final model for examining the effect of group and task length
Predicted variables
Intercept
Group
Length version

β

Std. Error

T

p

85.52

4.58

18.67

< 0.001 ***

-3.169
-12.68

2.78
2.00

-1.14
2.50

= 0.26 n/s
= 0.01 **

Note. The dependent variable was the accuracy in percent. The reference was set for the high-proficiency group and
the short version.

According to the final model, only a significant effect of version was observed (p < 0.01)
in the absence of interaction. This finding suggests that there was no L2 proficiency effect above
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and beyond the effect of version. According to the version effect, both groups performed
significantly better on the shorter version where there were fewer target sounds (t = 2.50, p <
0.01).

5.5.

Discussion and summary of Experiment 3
Experiment 3 examined whether the same control mechanism was used during

performance on the nonverbal interference task as in the verbal auditory interference task in
Experiment 2. Previous studies have suggested that there may be separate control systems for
auditory and visual stimuli (e.g., Lin & Yeh, 2014; Postle, D’Esposito, & Corkin, 2005).
However, when a target utterance and interfering distractors are in the same modality, they may
rely on the same processing resources (e.g., Cocchini et al., 2002). Based on the evidence for
both domain-general and domain-specific systems, Experiment 3 employed a carefully designed
task that presents the target and distractors in the same modality, to answer this question.
It was hypothesized that participants’ performance on auditory stimuli regardless of
domain (verbal or nonverbal) would be controlled by the same interference control system.
However, L2 listeners in this study evidenced a different pattern of performance on the verbal
and nonverbal auditory interference control tasks. The group difference found in the verbal task
in Experiment 2 was not observed in the nonverbal task, suggesting that there was no L2
proficiency effect. The findings of Experiment 3 reflects that interference control needed for
verbal stimuli involves language-specific mechanisms above and beyond the domain-general
interference control. The interaction between L2 proficiency and interference control on the
verbal stimuli in Experiments 1 and 2 likely may be the evidence for the domain-specific control
system.
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The finding of Experiment 3 is consistent with the notion that there are domain-specific
processing mechanisms for verbal and nonverbal stimuli. Indeed, neuroimaging studies have
found distinguishable neural activation for verbal and nonverbal materials for the auditory
modality (e.g., Zatorre, Belin, & Penhune, 2002; Zatorre & Belin, 2001) as well as for the visual
modality (Cohen et al., 2000; Thierry & Price, 2006). These studies suggest different brain
pathways for speech and musical sounds (Zatorre et al., 2002) and for verbal (auditory and visual
word stimuli) and nonverbal (environmental sounds and images) materials (Thierry & Price,
2006). These neuroimaging studies seem to suggest that the brain networks involved in control
system are specialized for verbal and nonverbal stimuli even within the same modality. The
findings of the current study support those previous ones that provide evidence for domainspecific control systems for verbal stimuli and nonverbal stimuli.
The results of Experiment 3 are not consistent with previous findings that a general topdown control process is involved in both linguistic tasks and non-linguistic cognitive ones, such
as the flanker task (e.g., Gray et al., 2003; Thompson-Schill et al., 1997; Ye & Zhou, 2009). The
current study is, however, different from the previous studies in a few ways. First, previous
studies did not directly look into cognitive control within a linguistic task. Ye and Zhou (2009),
for example, compared participants’ performance on two different tasks. However, there was no
interference control component in the plausibility task, whereas the flanker task had one. This
may not directly reflect cognitive control ability in the verbal and nonverbal tasks. Second, the
verbal task in the current study includes auditory interference that also has linguistic
components. Thus, interference control for this verbal task can heavily rely on a languagespecific control system whereas the nonverbal task in Experiment 3 does not require linguistic
knowledge to perceive and process the target sounds.
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Moreover, processing the verbal targets may be more complex than processing the
nonverbal animal sounds. Verbal interference in a language one knows to some degree involves
phonological and semantic processing of speech signals (i.e., additional information masking
effect than nonverbal interference), even though this information should be ignored (e.g.,
Brouwer et al., 2012; Calandruccio et al., 2010). The fact that animal sounds do not bear overt
L2 semantic information may explain why the performance on the task with competing animal
sounds was similar for the two L2 listener groups who differed in L2 proficiency.
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6. General Discussion
The three experiments in this study investigated the relationship between interference
control ability and L2 proficiency. Specifically, the extent to which verbal versus nonverbal and
L1 versus L2 auditory interference influence L2 auditory sentence perception and
comprehension were examined. A secondary aim was to explore whether the control
mechanisms recruited in the linguistic interference control task would also be involved in the
control of the nonlinguistic task, i.e., whether the control mechanisms involved are domaingeneral or domain-specific. The findings in Experiments 1 and 2 show that L2 listeners with
high- and mid-level L2 proficiency were affected differently by auditory interference.
Particularly when the interference was verbal, the high-proficiency group showed a better ability
to divide and orient their attention to the target than the mid-proficiency group during L2
listening in noise.
When interference was verbal, as in the plausibility task (Exp. 1) the data showed that the
effects of L1 and L2 masking were not different for the high-proficiency groups whereas the
effect of L1 masking was greater than that of L2 for the mid-proficiency group. This result
provides evidence for an interaction between L2 proficiency and interference control, indicating
a differential effect of L1 masking for the groups’ L2 sentence comprehension in noise. The
group difference found in Experiment 1 might be due to their different ability in L2 processing or
interference control ability (or both). Thus, it was hypothesized that the high-proficiency group
would have a better ability to suppress the L1 interference so that they could focus on the target
better than the mid-proficiency.
The results of the word-selection task (Exp. 2), however, showed that the ability to
suppress L1 interference did not differ between the groups. Rather, the groups differed in the
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ability to divide their attention between the target and masking sentences and to orient it to the
target. The word-selection task demonstrated that the high-proficiency group identified as many
non-target words as the mid-proficiency group in the L1 masking condition, while the highproficiency group could still recognize the most important messages from the target sentences.
This finding suggests that, when the interference effect from verbal stimuli is similar for both
groups, L2 listeners with higher L2 proficiency can orient their attention to the target better than
the L2 listeners with mid-level L2 proficiency. These findings together with the findings from
Experiment 1 suggest that L2 auditory sentence processing and comprehension in the presence of
verbal interference is modulated by listeners’ L2 proficiency. This is also consistent with
previous findings that attentional control is divided into dissociable excitation and inhibitory
processes (e.g., Poch et al., 2017), and that divided attention does not impair selective attention
on the target (Middlebrooks et al., 2017).
The findings of Experiments 1 and 2 further provide evidence that bottom-up and topdown processes interact and affect each other (Anderson, 1995). For example, the group
difference in the target word recognition (a bottom-up process) was reflected in the group
difference in the plausibility task (a top-down process). A correlation analysis between their
performance on these two tasks may demonstrate more clearly whether the superior semantic
processing that the high-proficiency group showed is pertinent to their superior bottom-up word
recognition. Thus, a follow-up analysis will be added to the current findings.
The group-by-condition interaction found in Experiments 1 and 2 was not found for the
nonverbal stimuli in Experiment 3. In general, interference control tasks require a domaingeneral top-down control system (Gray et al., 2003; Thompson-Schill et al., 1997; Ye & Zhou,
2009). However, the data in the present study using linguistic stimuli suggest that the differential
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findings for the verbal interference control task (Exp. 1) and the non-verbal interference control
task (Exp. 3) are consistent with language-specific control processes. In other words,
performance in the verbal task is influenced by language-specific control mechanisms, which do
not affect performance in the non-verbal task. The verbal task requires more linguistic effort than
listening to the auditory materials without overt linguistic components, such as animal sounds.
Altogether, the data of the three experiments have provided evidence that the ability to
control auditory verbal distractor interference interacts with listeners’ language proficiency.
However, L2 proficiency did not affect L2 listeners’ performance on the non-verbal interference
control task. These are novel findings of the current study which highlight the importance of
understanding how listeners with different levels of language proficiency react to various kinds
of verbal and nonverbal auditory interference.
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7. Implications, limitations, and future research
7.1.

Implications
The present study offers three important contributions to understanding the mechanisms

of auditory sentence processing in noise. First, the outcomes provided novel evidence that the
effect of L1 and L2 auditory interference on L2 listening differs according to the listeners’ L2
proficiency. Given the fact that most previous research was conducted to examine the bottom-up
processes during L2 listening in noise, the current study highlights the effects of verbal and
nonverbal interference at the higher processing level. It is now clearer that the same adverse
listening environments can be more detrimental for listeners with mid-level L2 proficiency than
for those with high-level L2 proficiency. This is an important finding for L2 listeners and
educators as well as researchers in bilingualism, given that learning and communication
environments are often filled with various kinds of ambient noise.
Moreover, though normal listening environments are often filled with verbal interference,
the existing literature on auditory interference has primarily paid attention to the effect of
nonverbal interference during auditory processing (Bidelman & Dexter, 2015; Bradlow &
Alexander, 2007; Cutler et al., 2004; Krizman et al., 2017; Lucks Mendel & Widner, 2016).
Thus, the findings of this study are essential for filling in the gaps and informing theories of
auditory processing in noise in bilinguals.
Lastly, the experiments provided novel findings regarding what underlying behavioral
mechanisms were involved during L2 listening in noise. This includes the sentence plausibility
study (Exp 1.) investigating specific behavioral mechanisms of auditory interference control in
L2 listeners. The results of the plausibility task (Exp. 1) and the word-list task (Exp. 2) provide
insights about how verbal interference is suppressed differently by L2 listeners with different L2
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proficiency. Furthermore, the experimental outcomes of the nonverbal interference control task
with the animal-sound task (Exp. 3) may be beneficial for researchers in bilingualism, auditory
processing, and cognitive processing. Those findings show interference control for linguistic
stimuli involves language-specific cognitive components. This provides insightful information
regarding domain specificity in cognition.

7.2.

Limitations
Despite interesting and meaningful findings, and the novel research methods used in this

line of studies, there are a few limitations. First, the current study did not take listener variables
into account, such as age of arrival, daily language use or language dominance (Avivi-Reich et
al., 2014). These factors are expected to influence L2 listeners’ acoustic and phonetic processing
of the target and masking sentences. Thus, future research that controls these listener variables
will better picture of the extent to which L2 listeners’ difficulty with interference is from
linguistic components and/or cognitive components.
Secondly, L2 proficiency is often confounded with the length of stay, age of L2
acquisition, or language dominance regardless of the order of acquisition. Studies have shown
that L2 proficiency and bilingual usage or experience are correlated with each other (See Luk &
Bialystok, 2013). The findings of the current study show the effect of L1 interference. This may
reflect the listeners’ language dominance rather than language proficiency. Language dominance
differs from proficiency in that dominance is a relative level of proficiency in each of the
languages (Hemàndez-Chávez, Burt, & Dulay, 1978). Thus, bilingual individuals can be
proficient in the two languages, but their language use can be dominant in one language over the
other. Moreover, self-reported L2 proficiency is sometimes not a reliable predictor compared to
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self-reported language dominance (see, e.g., Shi, 2015) or other objective measures. To minimize
this limitation and increase reliability, two self-rating measures were employed. Recall that ten
participants who did not meet the inclusion criteria on both measures were excluded. However, if
all the confounding variables, such as language dominance or age of arrival, were added into the
analysis as covariates, the study might have provided more nuanced findings.
Another limitation may be the task design. A sentence plausibility task and a wordselection task may not be the best way to capture the actual interference control process. A key
factor of the current study required a measure of L2 listening comprehension and recognition of
the interference at the same time. Thus, one might argue that the two tasks should have been
combined into a single task for which participants were instructed both to make a plausibility
judgment and to select the words that they heard. Having these two manipulations in one task,
however, would not have been ideal. For example, if a listener makes the plausibility judgment
immediately followed by the word-selection task, the word-selection process would already be
influenced by the prior semantic processing of the target sentence undertaken for the plausibility
judgment. Therefore, I separated the two into two different experiments with the same type of
different sentences.
One may argue that the instructions on the word-selection task could have resulted in a
potential problem. Recall that the instructions asked participants to select all the words that they
heard during the stimulus presentation. Thus, there is a possibility that listeners may have
attempted to listen to both the target and masking sentences as much as possible in order to select
all the words that they heard from both sentences. However, during informal post-task interviews
many participants mentioned they tried their best to focus on the target but were often distracted.
Thus, one can assume that at least some listeners tried to focus on the target but not intentionally
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on the distractor sentences during the word-selection task. Moreover, the findings regarding the
non-target words provide evidence that this is not the case. Overall, the proportion of non-target
words selected was low (1.1% for L2 masking and 2.9% for the L1 masking out of total possible
selection options). In other words, the high specificity of the two masking condition indices also
indicates that the participants were not misled by the instruction, ‘select all the words that you
heard’.
Finally, recall that the masking information was presented at SNR +3 dB SPL. Further
research should consider how bilinguals perform at different SNRs. As well, the scoring for the
non-verbal noise task in Experiment 3 may need to be refined. Because some individuals
reported more than the target number of items, 10% was subtracted for each item over the target
number. Further exploratory work to determine the most revealing scoring system should be
conducted.

7.3.

Future research
The current study found that verbal auditory distractors are processed along with target

materials during auditory sentence comprehension in bilinguals, possibly in a bottom-up process
as in Anderson’s (1995) cognitive framework. However, what is still not clear is whether the
identified distractors were processed only at the phonological level or further processed at the
semantic level. In other words, whether the interference comes from the sound of the distractor
or the meaning of the distractor is not yet known. A future study checking listeners’
comprehension of the masking sentences would help answer this question.
Another important and interesting question is what kind of linguistic components interact
with L2 proficiency during L2 listening in verbal interference. In the present study, for example,
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the task included both positive and negative sentences in all conditions. It will be an interesting
study to examine whether the interference effect was greater for certain types of sentences than
others.
To establish a more complete understanding of L2 auditory comprehension, it would be
beneficial to examine where the strongest interference occurs for L2 listeners with different L2
proficiency. According to Anderson’s (1995) cognitive framework for listening comprehension,
auditory distractors can interfere with the perception, parsing, and utilization processes.
Presumably, all these stages can be negatively influenced by interference; listeners with different
L2 proficiencies may encounter difficulty at different stages. A well-designed study using a set
of three tasks requiring each of these processes would allow researchers to better understand the
specific difficulties L2 listeners may experience.
The current study examined the effects and mechanisms of resistance to distractor
interference. In many cases, however, listeners are also distracted by other types of interference.
This interference may be related to previous thoughts and experiences (proactive interference) or
may come from a completely new thought (reactive interference). It would be interesting to
design a study to examine the sources and effects of different types of interference on L2
listening. Proactive and reactive interference may have significant impacts on attention and
interfere with bottom-up processing or information that is stored in memory but further
processed, as shown in the present study. How language proficiency might affect internallygenerated distractors and how resistance to proactive interference is related with resistance to
distractor interference are another interesting topics to pursue.
Lastly, this study found that the high-proficiency listeners were able to focus on the target
words while also attending to the non-target ones. This may also reflect other types of cognitive
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abilities, such as divided attention. In contrast, interference control required in attending to the
animal sounds in Experiment 3 may be pertinent to selective attention as the participants were
simply asked to concentrate on the target animal sounds because the instruction could allow them
to ignore all other sounds. In future research, therefore, using a divided attention task would be
interesting to examine whether better divided attention is correlated with listeners’ ability to
identify both target and non-target content words, as in Experiment 2, while successfully
processing the targets.
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8. Conclusions
The three experiments in this study found that L2 proficiency modulates interference
control in verbal task but not in the nonverbal task. Listeners with high L2 proficiency showed
better interference control ability than mid-proficiency L2 listeners in the presence of auditory
interference. This phenomenon was found only in the conditions where strong interference
control was required above and beyond linguistic knowledge, per se, i.e., in the L1 masking
condition. This interaction pertains to the L2 listeners’ different abilities in divided attention.
When the auditory interference was not linguistic no interaction with L2 proficiency manifested.
Second language listeners with high and mid-proficiency performed similarly on the nonverbal
interference control task. This result suggests that language-specific cognitive control is involved
in the auditory interference control task with verbal stimuli above and beyond the domaingeneral control ability. Future research examining the nature and effect of different types of
interference during L2 listening should help provide a more rounded picture of the effect of
various kinds of interference on L2 listening. Moreover, studies on the effect of linguistic
components in the verbal task and listener-related variables will also be important in follow-up
research.
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9. Appendices
9.1.

Appendix A. Proficiency questionnaires

9.1.1. Appendix A-1. LEAP-Q

Biography, Language Experience, Proficiency, and Health Questionnaire.
Last Name

First Name

Today’s Date

Age

Date of Birth

□ Male

Email

□

Female

Telephone

Part A. Demographic information
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

A. Country of origin: _________________________ B. Country of residence: _________________________
How long have you been in the U.S.?
_____________________________
How old were you when you arrived in the U.S.?
_____________________________
What is your occupation?
_____________________________
If you have ever lived in a country besides Korean and the US, please provide name of country and duration of
residence. Country: _____________________________ Duration of Residence: _________________________
(6) How many years of formal education have you had (schooling) from the beginning of the 1st grade in
elementary school? _______________ (count and write down the number of years)
a. In case you had a formal education outside of Korea, in which country and for how many years did you have
the formal education? 1) __________________________ 2)_____________________________
3)___________________________
Please check your highest education level (or the approximate U.S. equivalent to a degree obtained in another
country):

□ Less than high school
□ High school
□ Professional training
□ Some college/Associates degree
□ College
□ Some graduate
□ Masters
□ Doctorate (PhD/MD/JD, etc)
□ Other
LEAP-Q continued…
Part B. Language history and use
(1) Is Korean your native language?

□
□

(2) Is English your second language?

Yes

(3) Can you communicate in another language other than the two languages?
Yes
a. If yes, which language is that?
______________________________
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□
□
□

Yes
No
No

□

No

b. When did you learn that language?
c. How did you learn that language?

______________________________

□ Through classroom instruction □ Living in a country where the language is used
d. Can you have a daily conversation with that language?
□ Yes □ No
(4) How did you learn English for the first 3 years?
□ Mainly through formal classroom instruction

□ Mainly in the classroom through play and activities
□ Mainly through interacting with people outside of the classroom
□ A mixture of all of above
□ Other (specify) ____________________________________________
(5) Which language do/did you usually speak to your parents at home,
a.
b.

□ Korean □ English
if you’re living with your parents in the U.S., which language do you use with them? □ Korean □ English
before you come to the U.S.?

(6) Which language(s) can your parents speak fluently? (Please list all languages.)
Mother: _______________________________
Father: _______________________________
(7) Where do you speak English the most?
□ At home □ At work
□ Other (specify) ___________________________________________
(8) Where do you listen to English the most?
□ At home □ At work
□ Other (specify) ___________________________________________
(9)
Please list what percentage of the time you are currently and on average exposed to each language. (Your
percentages should add up to 100%):
Languages
Korean (L1)
English (L2)
Language 3 (L3)
List percentage here:

(10) When choosing to read a text available in all your languages, in what percentage of cases would you choose to
read it in each of your languages? Assume that the original was written in another language, which is unknown to
you (Your percentages should add up to 100%):
Languages
Korean (L1)
English (L2)
Language 3 (L3)
List percentage here:

(11)
When choosing a language to speak with a person who is equally fluent in all your languages, what
percentage of time would you choose to speak each language? Please report percent of total time. (Your percentages
should add up to 100%):
Languages
Korean (L1)
English (L2)
Language 3 (L3)
List percentage here:

(12)
Please name the cultures with which you identify. On a scale from 0 to 10, please rate the extent to which
you identify with each culture. (Examples of possible cultures include US-American, Chinese, Jewish-Orthodox,
etc.):
Name of the culture: _____________________ Scale: ________
Name of the culture: _____________________ Scale: ________
Name of the culture: _____________________ Scale: ________
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(13) When you are speaking, do you ever mix words or sentences between Korean and English?

□ Yes □ No

If yes, how often do you mix the two languages?

□ 1 – rarely

□ 2 – when necessary

□ 3 – sometimes

□ 4 – often

□ 5 – all the time

Please estimate below in terms of hours per week.
(14)
A. How often do you watch TV or movies, or both in English? listen to radio in English?
□ Every day, ______________ hours
□ Every few days,
______________ hours

□ A few times a month,

□ Other (specify)

____________________________
______________ hours

□ A few times a month,

□ Every few days,
□ Other (specify)

______________ hours
B. How often do you listen to radio in English?
□ Every day, ______________ hours
______________ hours

____________________________

C. How often do you read newspapers, magazines, or other reading materials in English?
□ Every day, ______________ hours
□ Every few days,
______________ hours

□ A few times a month,

______________ hours

□ Other (specify)

____________________________

Part C: Language proficiency of your second language (English)
All questions below refer to your knowledge of English.
(15)
On a scale from 0 to 10, please rate your level of proficiency in speaking, understanding, and reading
English from the scroll-down menus:
Understand spoken
Speaking
Reading
Writing
language (listening)
(16)
On a scale from 0 to 10, please rate how much the following factors contributed to you learning English:
Formal instruction (classes)
Language tapes/self-instruction
Interacting with friends and family
Watching TV
Reading
Listening to the radio
(17)

In your perception, on a scale from 0 to 10, how much of a foreign accent do you have in English? ____

(18)

In your perception, on a scale from 0 to 10, how much of a foreign accent do you have in Korean? _____

(19)
On a scale from 0 to 10, please rate how frequently others identify you as a non-native speaker based on
your accent in English:

Part D. Health history
(20)

□
□
□
□
□

Have you ever had (Check all that apply.)
a vision problem? If yes, explain how you corrected it.

____________________________________

hearing impairment? If yes, explain how you corrected it.

____________________________________

a language disability? If yes, explain how you corrected it.

____________________________________

a learning disability? If yes, explain how you corrected it.

____________________________________

a neurological disease or concussion?

□ Yes
□ Yes

(21) Did any of your family members have learning difficulty?
(22) Is any of your family members a polyglot (a multilingual)?
If yes, it is my

□ mother

□ father

□ sister

… The end. Thank you!
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□ bother

□ No
□ No
□ Yes
□ No
□ others: (specify: ____)

9.2.

Appendix B. English stimulus sentences for the auditory sentence
comprehension task

#

Sentences

Word Syllable Plausicount count
bility

Contradicting
clause

1

We cut down the trees because we needed the wood.

10

12

p

1

2

We cut down the flowers because we needed the wood.

10

13

i

1

3

The coffee was sweet because she added sugar.

8

12

p

2

4

The coffee was sweet because she added salt.

8

11

i

2

5

The flag waved when the wind blew.

7

7

p

2

6

The flag waved when the wind stopped.

7

8

i

2

7

Because I saw her at school, I thought she had a class.

12

13

p

2

8

Because I saw her at school, I thought she didn't have a class.

13

15

i

2

9

Because the third act was not exciting, the audience was bored.

11

16

p

2

10

Because the third act was not exciting, the audience was laughing.

11

17

i

2

11

We admire and love the cook because the food was delicious.

11

15

p

2

12

We admire and love the cook because the food was terrible.

11

16

i

2

13

When the water is frozen, it becomes ice.

8

11

p

1

14

When the water is melted, it becomes ice.

8

11

i

1

15

Because they are built from brick, the houses are strong.

10

12

p

1

16

Because they are built from cotton, the houses are strong.

10

13

i

1

17

Because he watered them regularly, Tom's plants grew large and
green.

11

16

p

1

18

Because he neglected them regularly, Tom's plants grew large and
green.

11

17

i

1

19

The man missed the sign because it was hidden by a mass of leaves.

14

16

p

1

20

The man saw the sign because it was hidden by a mass of leaves.

14

17

i

1

21

Our legs hurt from the hike because the trail was steep.

11

12

p

1

22

Our fingers hurt from the hike because the trail was steep.

11

13

i

1

23

Because the book is thin, it fits well in a small pocket.

12

14

p

1

24

Because the book is huge, it fits well in a small pocket.

12

14

i

1

25

Tyler had been smiling, so we believe he was happy.

10

15

p

1

26

Tyler had been crying, so we believe he was happy.

10

14

i

1

27

As the road is blocked, our journey will be delayed.

10

12

p

1

28

As the road is clear, our journey will be delayed.

10

12

i

1

29

Because the ceiling light is off, the room is dark.

10

12

p

1

30

Because the ceiling light is on, the room is dark.

10

12

i

1

31

Because Crystal was tall, she could see over the crowd.

10

13

p

1
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32

Because Crystal was short, she could see over the crowd.

10

13

i

1

33

Kim had passed her classes, so she would graduate college.

10

14

p

1

34

Kim had failed her classes, so she would graduate college.

10

14

i

1

35

As Mark was rich, he could afford a second car.

10

12

p

1

36

As Mark was poor, he could afford a second car.

10

12

i

1

37

If the window shade is up, you can see outside.

10

12

p

1

38

If the window shade is down, you can see outside.

10

12

i

1

39

Because the book was short, I could read it quickly.

10

12

p

1

40

Because the book was long, I could read it quickly.

10

12

i

1

41

Because the music was loud, the neighbors could hear it.

10

13

p

1

42

Because the music was quiet, the neighbors could hear it.

10

14

i

1

43

If the food is fresh, then it will taste good.

10

10

p

1

44

If the food is spoiled, then it will taste good.

10

11

i

1

45

Maria had missed her train, so she was late to class today.

12

15

p

1

46

Maria had caught her train, so she was late to class today.

12

15

i

1

47

As the view was clear, we could spot the very distant mountains.

12

15

p

1

48

As the view was blocked, we could spot the very distant mountains.

12

15

i

1

49

Because the heat was turned off, the child soon became too cold.

12

14

p

1

50

Because the heat was turned on, the child soon became too cold.

12

14

i

1

51

Because George was fast, he could easily get ahead in the race.

12

16

p

1

52

Because George was slow, he could easily get ahead in the race.

12

16

i

1

53

The market has opened, so we can purchase food for our dinner.

12

15

p

1

54

The market has closed, so we can purchase food for our dinner.

12

15

i

1

55

Since Bill was rich, he could give away his money to people in need. 14

17

p

1

56

Since Bill was poor, he could give away his money to people in need. 14

17

i

1

57

Because her eyes are open, she can watch the little children play.

12

15

p

1

58

Because her eyes are shut, she can watch the little children play.

12

15

i

1

59

Because the big knife was sharp, it could cut the large turkey.

12

14

p

1

60

Because the big knife was dull, it could cut the large turkey.

12

14

i

1

61

If the water is boiling, turn off the oven.

9

13

p

1

62

If the water is boiling, turn on the oven.

9

13

i

1

63

Alice had crashed her car, so she was upset.

9

11

p

2

64

Alice had crashed her car, so she was excited.

9

12

i

2

65

As the weather is nice, we will go on a picnic.

10

13

p

2

66

As the weather is nice, we will not go on a picnic.

10

14

i

2

67

Because the store was open, we bought our groceries

9

13

p

1

68

Because the store was closed, we bought our groceries.

9

12

i

1

69

Because Andre was strong, he could lift the couch.

9

11

p

1

70

Because Andre was weak, he could lift the couch.

9

11

i

1
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71

As Karen spoke loudly, she was easily heard.

8

12

p

2

72

As Karen spoke loudly, she was not easily heard.

9

13

i

2

73

If the sun is out, it is daytime.

8

9

p

2

74

If the sun is out, it is nighttime.

8

9

i

2

75

Because the meal was small, we are still hungry.

9

11

p

1

76

Because the meal was large, we are still hungry.

9

11

i

1

77

Because the line was short, we did not have to wait.

11

12

p

1

78

Because the line was long, we did not have to wait.

11

12

i

1

79

If the lake is frozen, then it is cold.

9

10

p

2

80

If the lake is frozen, then it is hot.

9

10

i

2

81

John had caught the flu, so he was feeling bad.

10

11

p

2

82

John had caught the flu, so he was feeling good.

10

11

i

2

83

As the weather was cold, we stayed near the campfire.

10

12

p

1

84

As the weather was hot, we stayed near the campfire.

10

12

i

1

85

Because the door was open, the students entered the room.

10

14

p

1

86

Because the door was locked, the students entered the room.

10

13

i

1

87

Because Alison was tall, she could reach the high shelf.

10

13

p

1

88

Because Alison was short, she could reach the high shelf.

10

13

i

1

89

The restaurant was nearby, so we decided to walk there.

10

15

p

1

90

The restaurant was far, so we decided to walk there.

10

14

i

1

91

As Kayla had long legs, she was tall.

8

9

p

2

92

As Kayla had long legs, she was short.

8

9

i

2

93

If the taxi is available, then it will stop for you.

11

15

p

1

94

If the taxi is occupied, then it will stop for you.

11

14

i

1

95

Because his arm is broken, it does not hurt.

9

11

p

2

96

Because his arm is broken, it hurts a lot.

9

11

i

2

97

Because the dancers practiced a lot, the performance was great.

10

15

p

1

98

Because the dancers never practiced, the performance was great.

9

15

i

1

99

If the movie is appropriate, the children may watch it.

10

15

p

1

100

If the movie is inappropriate, the children may watch it.

10

16

i

1

101

As the book is interesting, I will finish reading it soon.

11

15

p

2

102

As the book is interesting, I will not finish reading it.

11

15

i

2

103

Because there was a sale, everything was cheap.

8

11

p

2

104

Because there was a sale, everything was expensive.

8

13

i

2

105

Because the drink tastes bad, I will not drink it.

10

11

p

1

106

Because the drink tastes good, I will not drink it.

10

11

i

1

107

As the food is cold, I will need to heat it up.

12

12

p

1

108

As the food is hot, I will need to heat it up.

12

12

i

1

109

Lindsey cleaned the whole house, so it looked very nice.

10

12

p

2
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110

Lindsey cleaned the whole house, so it looked very dirty.

10

13

i

2

111

Because John was strong, we believed he was healthy.

12

12

p

2

112

Because John was strong, we believed he was sick.

12

11

i

2

113

Because Andy was feeling sad, he was crying a lot.

10

14

p

2

114

Because Andy was feeling sad, he was laughing a lot.

10

14

i

2

115

Because the movie was short, we saw the whole thing.

10

12

p

2

116

Because the movie was short, we only saw half of it.

11

14

i

2

117

Because the sandwich was too big, we could not eat all.

11

15

p

2

118

Because the sandwich was too big, we were still hungry.

10

13

i

2

119

Since Katie wrote a terrible paper, it was not published.

10

15

p

2

120

Since Katie wrote a terrible paper, it was published.

9

14

i

2

121

Since Karen was a wonderful singer, her audience liked her.

10

16

p

1

122

Since Karen was a terrible singer, her audience liked her.

10

16

i

1

123

Because the car was too expensive, we did not buy it.

11

14

p

2

124

Because the car was too expensive, we decided to buy it.

11

16

i

2

125

Because the car was old, it was also cheap.

9

11

p

1

126

Because the car was new, it was also cheap.

9

11

i

1

127

The shoe is the right size, so it will fit.

10

10

p

2

128

The shoe is the right size, so it will not fit.

11

11

i

2

129

If it is bright outside, you will need sunglasses.

9

12

p

1

130

If it is cloudy outside, you will need sunglasses.

9

13

i

1

131

If the lights are off, then the store is closed.

10

10

p

1

132

If the lights are on, then the store is closed.

10

10

i

1

133

Mike needed a haircut so he went to the salon.

10

13

p

2

134

Mike needed a haircut so he went to the pharmacy.

10

14

i

2

135

Nina needed a flu shot so she went to the doctor.

11

14

p

2

136

Nina needed a flu shot so she went to the shoe store.

12

14

i

2

137

As the bed was uncomfortable, we were unable to sleep.

10

16

p

1

138

As the bed was comfortable, we were unable to sleep.

10

15

i

1

139

Because the walls were damaged, we fixed them.

8

10

p

1

140

Because the walls were perfect, we fixed them.

8

10

i

1

141

Because Alyssa was strong, she could move the desk.

9

12

p

1

142

Because Alyssa was weak, she could move the desk.

9

12

i

1

143

Because Diana was smart, she went to a good college.

10

14

p

2

144

Because Diana was smart, she didn’t go to a good college.

11

16

i

2

145

If the actors are good, then the movie will be good.

11

13

p

2

146

If the actors are good, then the movie will be bad.

11

13

i

2

147

The flights were expensive, so we decided to stay home.

10

14

p

2

148

The flights were expensive, so we decided to buy the tickets.

11

16

i

2
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149

As Kyle was not very smart, he usually failed the tests.

11

16

p

2

150

As Kyle was not very smart, he usually passed the tests.

11

16

i

2

151

If the water is dirty, then you should not drink it.

11

13

p

1

152

If the water is clean, then you should not drink it.

11

12

i

1

153

Because he worked hard yesterday, he is very tired.

9

14

p

2

154

Because he worked hard yesterday, he is not tired.

9

13

i

2

155

The food is amazing, so I will eat more.

9

11

p

2

156

The food is amazing, so I do not want more.

10

12

i

2

157

Because the actors were great, the play was excellent.

9

13

p

2

158

Because the actors were great, the play was terrible.

9

13

i

2

159

Because I practice, I am a good musician.

8

12

p

2

160

Because I practice, I am a bad musician.

8

12

i

2

161

Because it was so windy, the flags were waving.

9

12

p

2

162

Because it was so windy, the flags stood still.

9

11

i

2

163

Because it was so rainy, everybody brought an umbrella.

9

16

p

2

164

Because it was so rainy, nobody brought an umbrella.

9

15

i

2

165

Because Alexa was too young, she was not allowed to drive the car.

13

17

p

2

166

Because Alexa was too young, she was allowed to drive the car.

12

16

i

2

167

Luke didn’t sleep well, so he was tired.

8

10

p

1

168

Luke slept well, so he was tired.

7

8

i

1

169

Ted had lots of energy so he worked hard all day.

11

13

p

1

170

Ted had no energy so he worked hard all day.

10

12

i

1

171

As Ken was short, he could not reach the high shelf.

11

11

p

2

172

As Ken was short, he could reach the high shelf.

10

10

i

2

173

There was water on the floor, so it was wet.

10

11

p

2

174

There was water on the floor, so it was dry.

10

11

i

2

175

If the light is red, the cars must stop.

9

9

p

2

176

If the light is red, the cars must go.

9

9

i

2

177

The music is fun, so I will dance.

8

9

p

2

178

The music is fun, so I will not dance.

9

10

i

2

179

Because the child was tired, she cried a lot.

9

12

p

2

180

Because the child was tired, she laughed a lot.

9

12

i

2

181

Because it rained, the ground was very wet.

8

10

p

2

182

Because it rained, the ground was dry.

7

8

i

2

183

Because the tree was strong, it didn’t fall down in the storm.

12

14

p

2

184

Because the tree was strong, it fell down in the storm.

11

12

i

2

185

Melissa needed a book so she went to the library.

10

15

p

2

186

Melissa needed a book so she went to the gas station.

11

15

i

2

187

Susan was sleepy so she went to the bedroom.

9

12

p

2
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188

Susan was sleepy so she went to the party.

9

12

i

2

189

As the grass was green, we assumed it was summer.

10

12

p

2

190

As the grass was green, we assumed it was winter.

10

12

i

2

191

Because Allen was sick, he stayed home from work.

9

11

p

2

192

Because Allen was sick, he went to work.

8

10

i

2

193

Because Luis was thin, the pants were too big.

9

11

p

2

194

Because Luis was thin, the pants were too small.

9

11

i

2

195

The clothes were dirty, so we washed them.

8

9

p

1

196

The clothes were clean, so we washed them.

8

8

i

1

197

The roads were icy, so we drove slowly.

8

10

p

1

198

The roads were clear, so we drove slowly.

8

10

i

1

199

As the weather was cold, we kept the heaters on.

10

12

p

2

200

As the weather was cold, we kept the fans on.

10

11

i

2

201

Because he yelled at his boss, he was fired.

9

11

p

1

202

Because he helped his boss, he was fired.

8

11

i

1

203

Because the dancers won the competition, they were happy.

9

15

p

2

204

Because the dancers won the competition, they were sad.

9

14

i

2

205

Because the test was easy, all the students passed.

9

12

p

1

206

Because the test was hard, all the students passed.

9

11

i

1

207

If the restaurant is open, then I will eat there.

10

13

p

1

208

If the restaurant is closed, then I will eat there.

10

12

i

1

209

Since the car is broken, we should stop driving.

9

11

p

2

210

Since the car is broken, we should keep driving.

9

11

i

2

211

As there is no traffic, we will arrive early.

9

12

p

2

212

As there is no traffic, we will arrive late.

9

11

i

2

213

The man walked slowly because he was old.

8

10

p

2

214

The man walked quickly because he was old.

8

10

i

2

215

Because it is hot, I will turn off the heater.

10

12

p

2

216

Because it is hot, I will turn on the heater.

10

12

i

2

217

Because David was strong and fast, he was a good athlete.

11

14

p

2

218

Because David was strong and fast, he was a bad athlete.

11

14

i

2

219

Because Adam was nervous, he was sweating.

7

11

p

1

220

Because Adam was cold, he was sweating.

7

10

i

1

221

Carol had just gotten engaged, so she would soon be married.

11

15

p

2

222

Carol had just gotten engaged, so she would soon be divorced.

11

15

i

2

223

As Maria was poor, she wore old clothes.

8

10

p

2

224

As Maria was poor, she wore new clothes.

8

10

i

2

225

As David was rich, he had lots of money.

9

11

p

2

226

As David was rich, he had no money.

8

10

i

2
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227

The ball was light because it was small.

8

9

p

2

228

The ball was heavy because it was small.

8

10

i

2

229

Because there was no rain, the plants were dying.

9

11

p

1

230

Beause there was enough rain, the plants were dying.

9

12

i

1

231

Because the shirt was white, it got dirty.

8

10

p

2

232

Because the shirt was white, it stayed clean.

8

9

i

2

233

The milk smells bad, so don't drink it.

8

8

p

1

234

The milk smells fresh, so don't drink it.

8

8

i

1

235

If the movie is not interesting then I will fall asleep.

11

16

p

1

236

If the movie is interesting then I will fall asleep.

10

15

i

1

237

Monica washed her hair, so it is wet.

8

10

p

2

238

Monica washed her hair, so it is dirty.

8

11

i

2

239

Amy lost her car keys, so she had to take a taxi.

12

14

p

1

240

Amy found her car keys, so she had to take a taxi.

12

14

i

1

241

Since Matthew is an artist, he loves to paint.

9

11

p

2

242

Since Matthew is an artist, he hates to paint.

9

11

i

2

243

Because he was not wearing a jacket, the child was cold.

11

15

p

2

244

Because he was wearing a jacket, the child was cold.

10

14

i

2

245

Because Tyler eats good food, he is healthy.

8

11

p

1

246

Because Tyler eats bad food, he is healthy.

8

11

i

1

247

Because Joe was kind, he had many friends.

8

10

p

2

248

Because Joe was kind, he had no friends.

8

9

i

2

249

The lights were off because the movie was starting.

9

12

p

1

250

The lights were on because the movie was starting.

9

12

i

1
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Appendix C. Hearing screening test sheet

Hearing Screening Test

Code:

Researcher initial: _____________
☐ female

Gender:
Date:

☐ male

_______________________

Frequency 500 hz

1k hz

2k hz

4k hz

8k hz

Right ear
Left ear

Decision:

☐ pass

☐ fail

Exclusion criteria:
Step1. If someone misses a tone at a certain frequency, increase the volume to 30 dB.
Step2. If the person still misses it, try it twice or three times again at 30 dB.
Step3. If the person still misses it, he/she can finish the screening test but will be excluded.
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Appendix D. Task instructions

Experiment 1
Plausibility task – Baseline conditions (English/Korean)
The instructions for both the Korean and English baselines were delivered in English.
In this task, you will hear a series of English (‘Korean’ in the Korean baseline condition)
sentences presented by a female voice or a male voice. Prior to the sentence presentation, you
will see a picture of a woman or a man that tells you which voice you will be listening to.
After the sentence presentation, you will have to make a decision whether the sentence you paid
attention to was LIKELY or UNLIKELY.
Likely means that the sentence is probable, and
Unlikely means that the sentence is not probable.
If it is Likely, press the BLUE button on the right side of the keyboard.
If it is Unlikely, press the RED button on the left side of the keyboard,
as soon as you make the decision.
Please respond as quickly and accurately as possible.
Ready? Now you will have 3 practice items. Press SPACE to begin.
Are you ready? The test begins now. Please press SPACE to begin.
Experiment 1
Plausibility task – Nonverbal interference conditions with speech-modulated noise
In this task, you will hear a series of English sentences presented by a female voice or a male
voice. Prior to the sentence presentation, you will see a picture of a woman or a man that tells
you which voice you will be listening to.
While you are listening, there will be some noise in the background.
After the sentence presentation, you will have to make a decision whether the sentence you paid
attention to was LIKELY or UNLIKELY.
Likely means that the sentence is probable, and
Unlikely means that the sentence is not probable.
If it is plausible, press the BLUE button on the left side of the keyboard.
If it is implausible, press the RED button on the right side of the keyboard,
as soon as you make the decision.
Please respond as quickly and accurately as possible.
Ready? Now you will have some practice items.
Ready? Now you will have 3 practice items. Press SPACE to begin.
Are you ready? The test begins now. Please press SPACE to begin.
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Experiment 1
Plausibility task – Verbal interference conditions – L2 masking
In this task, you will hear two English sentences played at the same time.
They will be presented by a female voice or a male voice.
One of the two sentences is always in a female voice, and the other always in a male voice.
Prior to the sentence presentation, you will see a picture of a woman or a man that tells you
which voice you have to pay attention to.
Please FOCUS ON THAT VOICE during the sentence presentation.
After the sentence presentation, you will have to make a decision whether the sentence you paid
attention to was LIKELY or UNLIKELY.
Likely means that the sentence is probable, and Unlikely means that the sentence is not probable.
If it is plausible, press the BLUE button on the left side of the keyboard.
If it is implausible, press the RED button on the right side of the keyboard, as soon as you make
the decision. Please respond as quickly and accurately as possible.
Ready? Now you will have 4 practice items. Press SPACE to begin.
Are you ready? The test begins now. Please press SPACE to begin.
Experiment 1
Plausibility task – Verbal interference conditions – L1 masking
In this task, you will hear two sentences played at the same time (one in English and one in
Korean).
They will be presented by a female voice or a male voice.
One of the two sentences is always in a female voice, and the other always in a male voice.
Prior to the sentence presentation, you will see a picture of a woman or a man that tells you
which voice you have to pay attention to.
Please FOCUS ON THAT VOICE during the sentence presentation.
After the sentence presentation, you will have to make a decision whether the sentence you paid
attention to was LIKELY or UNLIKELY.
Likely means that the sentence is probable, and Unlikely means that the sentence is not probable.
If it is plausible, press the BLUE button on the left side of the keyboard.
If it is implausible, press the RED button on the right side of the keyboard,
as soon as you make the decision.
Please respond as quickly and accurately as possible.
Ready? Now you will have 4 practice items. Press SPACE to begin.
Are you ready? The test begins now. Please press SPACE to begin.
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Experiment 2
Word-selection task – L2 masking
In this task, you will hear two English sentences played at the same time.
They will be presented by a female voice or a male voice.
One of the two sentences is always in a female voice, and the other always in a male voice.
Prior to the sentence presentation, you will see a picture of a woman or a man that tells you
which voice you have to pay attention to.
Please FOCUS ON THAT VOICE during the sentence presentation.
After the sentence presentation, you will see a list of words.
Click ALL THE WORDS that you heard in the list.
Ready? Now you will have four practice items.
Press the space bar to begin.
Ready? Now you will have 4 practice items. Press SPACE to begin.
Are you ready? The test begins now. Please press SPACE to begin.
Experiment 2
Word-selection task – L1 masking
In this task, you will hear two sentences played at the same time (one in English and one in
Korean).
They will be presented by a female voice or a male voice.
One of the two sentences is always in a female voice, and the other always in a male voice.
Prior to the sentence presentation, you will see a picture of a woman or a man that tells you
which voice you have to pay attention to.
Please FOCUS ON THAT VOICE during the sentence presentation.
After the sentence presentation, you will see a list of words.
Click ALL THE WORDS that you heard in the list.
Ready? Now you will have 4 practice items. Press SPACE to begin.
Are you ready? The test begins now. Please press SPACE to begin.
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Experiment 3
Animal nonverbal interference control task

In this task, you will hear 17 different animal sounds.
During the task, two different animal sounds will constantly be played at the same time
throughout the whole task.
Among those sounds, you have to pay attention to two target animal sounds, which are ‘frog’ and
‘duck’ sounds.
Please count the frog and duck sounds in your mind how many frog and duck sounds you heard.
You should count each animal sound separately.
You cannot write down the numbers, but you can use your fingers to help your counting.
After the task is over, tell the researcher the numbers of frog and duck sounds your counted.
You can listen ONLY ONCE.
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Appendix E. Matlab codes for the speech-modulated noise

% y=voice (data) vector, fs=sampling frequency, audioread=read the audio files
[y fs] = audioread('kf_011.wav');
%env=envelope , abs=absolute value, hilbert=hilbert transform (envelope
%detection algorithm), : = all, 1= 1 column
% Namely, absolute value of hilbert transform of the first column of y.
env = abs(hilbert(y(:,1)));
%rand=dice function meaning uniform distribution of pseudorandom numbers
%In this case, the length of envelope vector is 161548.
%-0.5 makes the y distribution between +0.5 and -0.5.
noise = 2*(rand(length(env), 1)-0.5); %zero-mean noise
b = env.*noise;
%sound(y,fs)
sound(b, fs)
audiowrite(b, fs, 'kf_011_noise.wav')
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Appendix F. Stimulus placement design
Baseline

Sentence
#

Nonverbal
noise

Plausibility task

Word-selection task

English
baseline

Korean
baseline

Nonverbal
Masking

L2Maskingtarget

L2Maskingmasker

L1Maskingtarget

L1Maskingmasker

L2Maskingtarget

L2Maskingmasker

L1Maskingtarget

L1Maskingmasker

001aF

001aM

061aF

041aM

021aF

121aM

021aF

081aF

103aM

141aM

041aF

002aF

002aM

062aF

042aM

027aF

122aM

022aF

082aF

083aM

119aM

042aF

003aF

003aM

063aF

043aM

023aF

123aM

023aF

105aF

106aM

114aM

043aF

004aF

004aM

064aF

044aM

025aF

124aM

024aF

084aF

104aM

144aM

044aF

005aF

005aM

065aF

045aM

028aF

125aM

025aF

085aF

109aM

145aM

045aF

006aF

006aM

066aF

046aM

022aF

126aM

026aF

086aF

102aM

116aM

046aF

007aF

007aM

067aF

047aM

026aF

127aM

027aF

087aF

110aM

147aM

047aF

008aF

008aM

068aF

048aM

030aF

128aM

028aF

088aF

101aM

148aM

048aF

009aF

009aM

069aF

049aM

029aF

129aM

029aF

089aF

107aM

149aM

049aF

010aF

010aM

070aF

050aM

024aF

130aM

030aF

090aF

108aM

150aM

050aF

011aM

011aF

071aM

031aF

061bM

131aF

001bM

091aM

002bF

151aF

022bM

012aM

012aF

072aM

032aF

062bM

132aF

002bM

092aM

009bF

152aF

021bM

013aM

013aF

073aM

033aF

067bM

133aF

003bM

093aM

010bF

117aF

023bM

014aM

014aF

074aM

034aF

068bM

134aF

004bM

094aM

001bF

154aF

024bM

015aM

015aF

075aM

035aF

065bM

135aF

005bM

095aM

006bF

155aF

025bM

016aM

016aF

076aM

036aF

083bM

136aF

006bM

096aM

004bF

156aF

026bM

017aM

017aF

077aM

037aF

063bM

137aF

007bM

097aM

008bF

157aF

027bM

018aM

018aF

078aM

038aF

082bM

138aF

008bM

098aM

003bF

158aF

028bM

019aM

019aF

079aM

039aF

069bM

139aF

009bM

099aM

007bF

159aF

029bM

020aM

020aF

080aM

040aF

064bM

140aF

010bM

100aM

005bF

160aF

030bM

141bF

041bM

121bF

081bF

051aM

021bF

031aM

041bM

115aF

101bF

052aM

142bF

042bM

122bF

070bF

052aM

022bF

032aM

042bM

143aF

102bF

051aM

143bF

043bM

123bF

066bF

053aM

023bF

033aM

043bM

111aF

103bF

053aM

144bF

044bM

124bF

084bF

054aM

024bF

034aM

044bM

118aF

104bF

054aM

145bF

045bM

125bF

085bF

055aM

025bF

035aM

045bM

120aF

105bF

055aM

146bF

046bM

126bF

086bF

056aM

026bF

036aM

046bM

112aF

106bF

056aM

147bF

047bM

127bF

087bF

057aM

027bF

037aM

047bM

153aF

107bF

057aM

148bF

048bM

128bF

088bF

058aM

028bF

038aM

048bM

113aF

108bF

058aM

149bF

049bM

129bF

089bF

059aM

029bF

039aM

019bM

146aF

109bF

059aM

150bF

050bM

130bF

090bF

060aM

030bF

040aM

020bM

142aF

110bF

060aM

151bM

051bF

131bM

091bM

071bF

031bM

011bF

051bF

050bM

018bM

031bF

152bM

052bF

132bM

092bM

072bF

032bM

012bF

052bF

012bM

112bM

032bF

153bM

053bF

133bM

093bM

074bF

033bM

013bF

053bF

011bM

113bM

033bF

154bM

054bF

134bM

094bM

073bF

034bM

014bF

054bF

014bM

114bM

034bF

104

155bM

055bF

135bM

095bM

075bF

035bM

015bF

055bF

016bM

115bM

035bF

156bM

056bF

136bM

096bM

076bF

036bM

017bF

056bF

015bM

116bM

036bF

157bM

057bF

137bM

097bM

077bF

037bM

016bF

057bF

017bM

117bM

037bF

158bM

058bF

138bM

098bM

078bF

038bM

018bF

058bF

111bM

118bM

038bF

159bM

059bF

139bM

099bM

079bF

039bM

019bF

059bF

013bM

119bM

040bF

160bM

060bF

140bM

100bM

080bF

040bM

020bF

060bF

049bM

120bM

039bF
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Appendix G. Task order control plan

9.7.1. Appendix G-1. Auditory sentence comprehension task
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

L1B
L2B
NM
L2M-P
L1M-P
L2M-WS
L1M-WS

sequence 1.
sequence 2.
sequence 3.
sequence 4.
sequence 5.
sequence 6.
sequence 7.
sequence 8.
sequence 9.
sequence 10.
sequence 11.
sequence 12.
sequence 13.
sequence 14.

1-2-3-4-5-6-7
2-3-4-5-6-7-1
3-4-5-6-7-1-2
4-5-6-7-1-2-3
5-6-7-1-2-3-4
6-7-1-2-3-4-5
7-1-2-3-4-5-6
7-6-5-4-3-2-1 (reversed from Sequence 1)
1-7-6-5-4-3-2 (reversed from Sequence 2)
2-1-7-6-5-4-3 (reversed from Sequence 3)
3-2-1-7-6-5-4 (reversed from Sequence 4)
4-3-2-1-7-6-5 (reversed from Sequence 5)
5-4-3-2-1-7-6 (reversed from Sequence 6)
6-5-4-3-2-1-7 (reversed from Sequence 7)

These 14 different sequences will be repeated for every ten participants.
9.7.2. Appendix G-2. Nonverbal auditory interference control task
All the odd numbered participants will start with the shorter version.
All the even numbered participants will start with the longer version.
9.7.3. Appendix G-3. The test order between ASCT and AICT
All the odd numbered participants will start with ASCT.
All the even numbered participants will start with AICT.
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